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EXHAUST EMISSION CALIBRATION OF TWO 5-58 AFTERBURNING TURBOJET 
ENGINES A T  SIMULATED HIGH-ALTITUDE, SUPERSONIC FLIGHT CONDITIONS 
by James D .  Holdeman 
Lewis Research Center 
SUMMARY 
Emissions of total oxides of nitrogen (NOx), nitric oxide (NO), unburned hydro­
carbons (HC) , carbon monoxide (CO) , and carbon dioxide (C02)  from two 5-58 
afterburning turbojet engines at simulated high-altitude flight conditions are re­
ported. Test conditions included flight speeds from Mach 2 to 3 at altitudes from 
1 6 . 0  to 23.5 kilometers. For each flight condition emission measurements were 
made for four or five engine power levels from maximum power without afterburning 
(military power) through maximum afterburning. These measurements were made 
using a single-point gas sample probe traversed across the horizontal diameter of 
the exhaust. The local emissions data were mass weighted and area integrated to 
obtain average emissions. 
The data show that emissions vary with flight speed, altitude, power level, 
and radial position across the exhaust. Oxides of nitrogen emissions decreased 
with increasing altitude at constant flight speed and increased with increasing 
flight speed at constant altitude. The NOx emission indices for military power 
were correlated in terms or primary combustor conditions. The NOx emission in­
dices, both with and without afterburning, have been correlated with flight speed, 
altitude, and power level. Carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbon emissions 
increased with increasing altitude at constant flight speed and decreased with in­
creasing flight speed at constant altitude. Both carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon 
emissions were substantially higher with afterburning than without afterburning. 
The exhaust concentrations of the oxides of nitrogen were similar for the two 5-58 
engines at the same test conditions. The exhaust concentrations of carbon monoxide 
and hydrocarbons at afterburning power levels were quite different for the two 
engines at the same test conditions. 
INTRODUCTION 
Testing of two J-58 afterburning turbojet engines was conducted in an altitude 
facility to determine their oxides of nitrogen, unburned hydrocarbons carbon mon­
oxide, and carbon dioxide emissions at simulated supersonic, high-altitude flight 
conditions. 
Emission measurements from aircraft turbine engines, and in particular after-
burning engines at high-altitude supersonic flight conditions are needed to answer 
questions about the environmental impact of the supersonic transport. Previous 
studies dealing with aircraft jet-engine emissions at altitude conditions are reported 
in references 1 to 6 .  In these, various engines and flight conditions have been ex­
amined. The J-93 tests (ref. 5) , conducted at the Arnold Engineering and Develop­
ment Center as part of the Climatic Impact Assessment Program, are the most closely 
related to the present investigation in terms of the size of the engine tested and flight 
conditions examined. 
The purpose of the present investigation is to provide an emissions calibration 
for the 5-58 engines for subsequent use in the NASA Stratosphere Jet Wake Experi­
ment (discussed in ref. 7 ) .  In this program sampling of exhaust constituents will 
be made in the wake of a YF-12 aircraft powered by two 5-58 engines during 
supersonic stratospheric flight. The emissions calibration tests will  provide the 
initial conditions for assessing the dispersion and dilution of exhaust products in 
the stratosphere and for evaluating jet-wake dispersion models such as that given 
in reference 8 .  In addition these tests wil l  add to the general knowledge about 
emissions from afterburning turbojet engines at high-altitude conditions . Although 
emission levels for the 5-58 engine may not necessarily be representative of emis­
sions from engines designed for present or future commercial supersonic aircraft, 
the trends should be similar. 
The present investigation was conducted in the propulsion systems laboratory 
at the Lewis Research Center. Some of the data from the first engine tested (herein 
designated as engine A )  for Mach 2 . 0 ,  2 . 4  and 2 .8  at 19.8 kilometers have been 
reported previously (refs. 9 and 10). Test conditions for the second engine (engine 
B) were Mach 2 . 0  at 16.0, 17.9, and 19.8 kilometers; Mach 2 . 4  at 19.8 kilometers; 
Mach 2 .8  at 19.8, 2 2 . 0 ,  and 23.5 kilometers; and Mach 3 .0  at 19.8 kilometers. At 
each flight condition data traverses across the horizontal diameter of the exhaust 




burning (military power) through maximum afterburning. Results from tests on 
both engines are reported here. The engine A results are included both for com­
pleteness and for comparision with engine B results. 
APPARATUS 
Engine 
The J-58 engine is an afterburning turbojet designed for operation at flight 
speeds in excess of Mach 2 at stratospheric altitudes. The two 5-58 engines tested 
in this program will  be installed in the NASA YF-12 aircraft for the flight tests in 
the NASA Stratospheric Jet Wake Experiment. 
Faci I ity 
The engines were tested in the propulsion systems laboratory at the Lewis 
Research Center. This altitude chamber facility and associated air handling equip­
ment provided conditioned inlet airflow and appropriate exhaust pressure to accu­
rately simulate the conditions at the engine inlet and exhaust corresponding to the 
selected supersonic flight conditions. All tests were run using JP-7 fuel, which 
was heated to 395 K before it entered the engine to simulate the condition on the air­
craft during supersonic flight. The atomic hydrogen-carbon ratio of this fuelis 
2 . 0 .  Specifications for JP-7 are similar to JP-5,  except that JP-7 is lower in aro­
matics and has greater thermal stability. 
Gas Sample Probe and Transport System 
A single-point , traversing, water-cooled gas sample probe was used to obtain 
emission measurements. The probe and its traversing mechanism are shown 
mounted behind the engine in figure 1(a) . The traversing mechanism was capable 
-of translating the probe -+ 60 centimeters horizontally and +20 centimeters vertically 
from the engine centerline. A photograph and a schematic of the sensor area of the 
probe are shown in figures la)and (c) . A total-pressure sensor was mounted 
2.5 centimeters above the sample probe, and three unshielded iridiumhidium­
rhodium thermocouples were mounted 2.5 and 5 centimeters below and 5 centimeters 
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above the gas sample probe. The gas sample sensor had an inside diameter of 0.717 
centimeters. The probe tip extended 1.9 centimeters forward of the rake body. 
This section was  water-cooled for a distance of 8 centimeters downstream from the 
tip , both for sample conditioning and probe integrity. Following this section , the 
sample line increased to 0.818 centimeter inside diameter. For afterburning condi­
tions a second water-cooled heat exchanger on the next 30 centimeters of line was 
used to provide additional quenching of the sample. 
A line drawing of the gas analysis system is shown in figure 2 (a).  Approxi­
mately 10 meters of 0.95-centimeter stainless-steel line was used to transport the 
sample to the analyzers. To prevent condensation of water and to minimize 
adsorbtion-desorbtion effects of hydrocarbon compounds , the line was heated with 
steam at 428 K .  Four heated metal bellows pumps (two pumps in series in each of 
2two parallel legs) were used to supply sufficient gas sample pressure (17 N/cm ) 
to operate the analytical instruments. The gas sample line residence time was less 
than 2 seconds for all test conditions. 
Gas Analysis  Instrumentation 
The exhaust-gas analysis system (fig. 2 (b)) consists of four commercially avail­
able instruments, along with associated peripheral equipment necessary for sample 
conditioning and instrument calibration. In addition to the visual readout at the 
console , electrical inputs are provided to the facility computer for on-line analysis 
and data evaluation. 
The hydrocarbon (HC) content of the exhaust gas was measured on a wet basis, 
using a Beckman Instruments Model 402 Hydrocarbon Analyzer. The instrument 
is of the flame ionization detector type. Both carbon monoxide (CO) and carbon 
dioxide (C02)  were measured dry , using analyzers of the nondispersive infrared 
(NDIR) type. These instruments were Beckman Instruments Model 315B. The con­
centration of the oxides of nitrogen (NOx) was measured on a dry basis using a 
Thermo Electron Corporation Model 1OA Chemiluminescence Analyzer. This instru­
ment includes a thermal converter to reduce nitrogen dioxide (NO 2 ) to nitric oxide 
(NO),  Data for engine A were obtained as total NOx (NO + NO2) .  For the engine B 
tests a second (nominally identical) NOx analyzer was used to obtain NO data, Since 
both NOx analyzers could be operated with or without their converters, frequent 
checks were made to insure that they were reading the same when in the same mode. 
4 
Test Conditions and Procedure 
The flight conditions simulated in the tests conducted on the 5-58 engines are 
given in table I .  These conditions, in addition to being representative of cruise 
operation of supersonic transport aircraft, were selected to provide parametric 
variation of flight conditions and combustor and afterburner inlet conditions . Flight 
speed variation at an altitude of 19.8 kilometers is given by test conditions 3 ,  4, 5, 
and 8. This altitude would be a typical cruise altitude for advanced or second-
generation SST aircraft and is the nominal altitude selected for the YF-12 flight ex­
periments . For these conditions combustor-inlet temperature and pressure and 
afterburner-inlet pressure increase with increasing flight speed. 
Conditions 1, 2, and 3 give a variation of altitude at a constant flight speed 
of Mach 2 . 0 .  For these conditions the combustor-inlet temperature is constant. 
Combustor-inlet pressure and afterburner-inlet pressure decrease with increasing 
altitude. Conditions 5, 6 ,  and 7 also give an altitude variation at constant flight 
speed, in these cases for Mach 2 .8 .  
The third parametric variation is given by conditions 2, 4, and 6 .  The altitudes 
for conditions 2 and 6 were chosen so that the combustor-inlet pressure and after­
burner pressure for these conditions would be equal to the corresponding pressures 
for condition 4. Thus, the parameter varied in conditions 2 ,  4 ,  and 6 is the 
combustor-inlet temperature, which increases from condition 2 to 6 .  
For each condition the engine inlet air was conditioned to correspond in both 
temperature and pressure to the values at the engine face during flight. Also, for 
each condition tests were made at four or five engine power levels, including mili­
tary power (maximum power without afterburning) , minimum afterburning, maxi­
mum afterburning, and either one or  two intermediate afterburning power levels. 
The altitude chamber pressure for each flight condition was selected to insure that 
the flow was sonic at the engine primary exhaust nozzle. Note that the altitude 
chamber pressure does not need to be equal to the ambient static pressure for the 
simulated altitude because the internal performance of the engine is correctly sim­
ulated for all external static pressures low enough to choke the nozzle. When in­
stalled on the aircraft the engine exhaust passes through a secondary ejector nozzle 
and leaves the tailpipe at supersonic velocity. 
Engine B was tested at all eight flight conditions (table I )  for five power levels 
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at each condition. Exhaust constituents measured were CO2 ’  CO , HC , NO, and NOx. 
Engine A was tested at conditions 3 ,  4 ,  and 5 for four of the power levels at each 
condition. Constituents measured for these tests were C02, CO , HC , and NOx. 
Emission traverses were made at the plane of the primary nozzle (actually, the 
probe was 6 .7  cm from the exit plane when the engine was cold with the nozzle wide 
open) .Data were obtained at 5-centimeter (nominal) intervals across the horizontal 
exhaust diameter, resulting in approximately 20 data points per traverse. These 
small increments were necessary to document the steep gradients in emissions and 
temperature found in afterburning operation. The interval was increased to approx­
imately 7.5 centimeter for military power tests, since emissions and temperature 
gradients at this condition were much less than for afterburning conditions. The 
time required for each traverse varied from 30 to 45 minutes. Complete surveys 
(five power levels at each flight condition) required four to five hours of continuous 
engine operation. 
At the Mach 2 . 0  condition for engine A, limited data were obtained up to 20 centi­
meters above and below the engine centerline on the vertical diameter. These data 
showed variations similar to those on the horizontal diameter. 
Al l  gas analysis instruments were checked for zero and span before each trav­
erse.  Because the console allows rapid selection of zero, span, or sample modes,-
these frequent checks could be made during power level changes while the engine 
was running. 
The concentrations which were measured on a dry basis (NOx, NO, CO , and 
CO,) are reported on a wet basis, correcting for water vapor, including both inlet-
air humidity and water vapor from combustion. The relations used are given in 
reference 11. The NO and NOx data have been corrected to zero ambient humidity 
by multiplying the measured (wet basis) data by exp (19H) ,  where H is the humid­
ity of the engine inlet air expressed in grams water per p a m  of dry air ,  (ref.  1 2 ) .  
The local concentration data were mass weighted and area integrated to obtain 
average concentrations. In this procedure the exhaust was assumed to be sonic at 
the average total pressure,  and the static pressure was calculated. The static pres­
sure was assumed to be constant across the exhaust. The exhaust nozzle radius 
(R8)was calculated from the measured engine airflow and the average exhaust tem­
perature and pressure. Average concentrations were obtained from the local meas­




For each power level at each test condition, the measured values of CO , C02, 
and HC were used to compute an emissions based fuel-air ratio (FAR8) using the 
relations given in reference 11. These values are compared with the metered fuel-
air ratio (FAHI) in figure 3 .  Although all data points fall within the ?15 percent 
tolerance allowed in reference 11, the emission-based fuel-air ratios were consis­
tently slightly higher than the metered fuel-air ratios for the engine B tests, and 
they were consistently slightly lower than the metered fuel-air ratios for the engine 
A tests. In figures showing the variation of average emissions with power level, 
the metered fuel-air ratios have been used for the engine B tests, and the emission 
based fuel-air ratios have been used for the engine A tests. 
Emission indices (g pollutant/kg fuel) were calculated from the average concen­
tration of each constituent and the average concentrations of CO, CO2 '  and HC using 
relations given in reference 11. These emission indices are designated E1 FAR8. 
Emission indices were also calculated from the average concentration of each constit­
uent and the metered fuel-air ratio. These emission indices are designated E1 FAHI. 
For each constituent the ratio E1 FAR8/EI FAHI is approximately proportional to 
FAHI/ FAR 8 . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Profile Data 
A typical set of profile data are shown in figure 4 .  These engine A data are for 
test condition 4 (Mach 2.4, 19.8 km) . The CO and NOx concentrations are given as 
parts per million by volume (ppmv) , and the HC concentrations are given as parts 
per million carbon by volume (ppmC) . The horizontal axes in the figures are the 
radial distance from the engine centerline nondimensionalized by the calculated noz­
zle exit radius (R8) for each test. This radius varies with flight condition and en­
gine power level. 
The total-temperature distribution across the nozzle diameter at each power level 
for condition 4 ,  engine A , is shown in figure 4(a) . At military power (nonafter­
burning) the temperature is quite uniform across the exhaust plane, but for after-
burning power significant temperature gradients exist across the diameter. The 
data shown have been corrected for radiation errors by the method given in refer­
7 
ence 13, using radiation constants appropriate to the type of wire and the probe 
geometry used in  this investigation. 
The local fuel-air ratios calculated from the gas sample measurements for condi­
tion 4 ,  engine A are shown in figure 3 (b) . The similarity of the fuel-air ratio and 
temperature profiles and the increase in the average temperature with increasing 
power level is expected, since increasing the fuel-air ratio increases the tempera­
ture for all fuel-air ratios less than stoichiometric. The corresponding oxides of 
nitrogen concentration profiles are shown in figure 4(c). Although the NOx con­
centration profiles and the temperature and fuel-air ratio profiles show a similar 
shape, the NO 
X 
concentration increases only slightly with increasing power in 
afterburning. For all afterburning conditions the NOx concentrations at midradius 
(downstream of and in line with the afterburner flame holders) were greater than 
at the same radius at military power. However, the NOx concentrations on the en­
gine centerline were less in afterburning than at military power. 
The carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbon concentration profiles are 
shown in figures 4 (d) , and (e) . For this flight condition and this engine, concen­
trations of CO and HC for minimum and intermediate afterburning conditions are 
substantially higher in the center of the exhaust than at the intermediate to maximum 
radial locations. At maximum afterburning hydrocarbon comentrations in the center 
have decreased substantially, although a center peak is still evident. Carbon mon­
oxide also still shows a center peak; however, the striking feature of the CO data 
at maximum afterburning is the appearance of twin regions of high concentration 
downstream of the afterburner flame holders. Examination of the fuel-air ratio 
profiles in figure 4(b) shows that the local fuel-air ratio is near stoichiometric at 
these locations, thus the high CO levels represent an approach to equilibrium CO 
rather than combustion inefficiency. The CO and HC emissions at military power 
are low (CO < 32 ppmv, HC < 11ppmC) and uniform across the exhaust. To avoid 
congestion on the figures, these are not shown. 
Although the profile data shown in figure 4 are typical, significant differences 
in distribution do occur for different engines, flight speeds, and altitudes. For this 
reason emission profiles for all conditions tested are included in appendix A .  
With respect to the NOx concentration profiles, most conditions exhibit the char­
acter shown in figure 4(c); that i s ,  the NOx concentration downstream of, and in 
line with the flame holders for afterburning conditions was greater than at the same 
radius for military power, but near the engine centerline the NOx concentration in 
afterburning was less than at military power. Exceptions to this pattern occurred 
for afterburning conditions whenever the hydrocarbon concentration and the carbon 
monoxide concentration in the center region were very low. For these conditions 
the NOx concentration was greater than at the corresponding military power condi­
tion at all radii. 
In general, the high carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon concentrations in the 
center region decreased both in peak concentration and radial extent with increasing 
power level, decreasing altitude, or increasing flight speed. The twin peaks in 
the CO distribution at maximum afterburning were stronger or weaker than shown 
in figure 4(d) ,  depending on the relation of the local fuel-air ratio to stoichiometric 
conditions. 
A complete tabulation of the experimental data obtained in this investigation is 
included in appendix B . 
lnteg rated Average Emissions 
The effect of each of the three types of parametric variations on the average emis­
sions is discussed in the following paragraphs. The average emissions data are 
shown in figures 5 to 8 and 12 to 19 both as emission indices in parts (a) of the fig­
ures and as average concentrations in parts (b) . Although either parameter can 
be readily calculated from the other for a known fuel-air ratio, the data are shown 
both ways in recognition of the fact that the emission indices are more relevant to 
the combustion researcher and that the average concentrations are more directly 
applicable to the flight experiment and to chemical kinetics and fluid dynamic 
modeling of the jet-wake flow field. The engine fuel-air ratio is the axis of abscissas 
on these figures. Fuel-air ratios less than 0 .02  are at military power (no after-
burning) ; fuel-air ratios greater than 0 . 0 2  are for afterburning conditions. 
Oxides of nitrogen emissions. - The variation of the oxides of nitrogen emissions 
with altitude and fuel-air ratio at Mach 2 . O  is shown in figure 5 .  In the concentra­
tion curves (fig. 5 (b)) it  is evident that the NOx concentration at minimum after-
burning is very nearly equal to the concentration at military power for each altitude. 
With increasing power level in afterburning, the average NOx concentration in­
creases slightly. Since the fuel-air ratio at minimum afterburning is slightly more 
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than double the value at military power, the emission index at minimum afterburning 
is less than half the value at military power for each altitude. The NO
X 
emission 
index appears to decrease slightly in going from minimum to maximum afterburning. 
(The solid curves shown here and in figs. 6 to 8 result from the NOx correlation 
discussed in the next section.) A comparison of the three altitude conditions shows 
that the NOx emissions decrease with increasing altitude. This is expected because 
the formation of the oxides of nitrogen during combustion is pressure dependent 
and the combustor and afterburner pressures decrease with increasing altitude. 
For all of these conditions the combustor-inlet and afterburner-inlet temperatures 
are constant because engine inlet temperature and rotational speed are constant. 
The variation of the oxides of nitrogen emissions with altitude and power level 
at Mach 2 . 8  are shown in figure 6 .  The effect of fuel-air ratio and altitude are similar 
to the effects shown in figure 5 , except that the concentrations and emission indices 
are higher because the combustor-inlet temperature is higher. 
The variation of the NOx emissions with flight speed and power level at an alti­
tude of 1 9 . 8  kilometers is shown in figure 7 .  For each flight condition the average 
NO
X 
concentrations at minimum afterburning and military power are nearly equal 
but the emission index at minimum afterburning is less than half the value at mili­
tary power. The increase in NO concentration from minimum to maximum after-
X 
burning is less rapid than the increase in fuel-air ratio, causing the emission index 
to decrease slightly in this region. 
Since the oxides of nitrogen emissions are mainly dependent on the primary com­
bustor conditions and since increasing flight speed at constant altitude causes both 
combustor temperature and pressure to rise the NO
X 
emissions increase substan­
tially with increasing flight speed. Oxides of nitrogen emissions for both engines 
A and B are shown in figure 6 .  The average NOx emissions are nearly equal for 
the two engines at the same flight conditions. Because the NOx data in reference 10 
(engine A )  were not corrected to zero ambient humidity, values in that reference 
are from 5 to 15 percent lower than the values shown here. 
The effect of variation of primary combustor-inlet temperature on NOx emissions 
is shown in figure 8 .  The increase in NOx emissions from Mach 2 . 0  to 2 . 8  shown 
here is less than in figure 7 because for the conditions shown in figure 8 , the 
combustor-inlet and afterburner pressures are constant. 
For the range of flight conditions tested, the average concentration of the oxides 
of nitrogen at military power (no afterburning) , varied from 80 to 170 ppmv , corres­
10  
ponding to emission indices from 8 to 2 1 .  The average concentrations of NO
X 
at min­
imum afterburning were approximately equal to the concentrations at military power, 
but increased by about 50 percent from minimum to maximum afterburning. Since 
the fuel-air ratio in afterburning was from 2 to 4 times that at military power, the 
NO
X 
emission indices for afterburning conditions were less than half the emission 
indices without afterburning. 
Correlation for oxides of nitrogen emissions. - The effects of combustor param­
eters on the formation of the oxides of nitrogen from a nonafterburning turbofan 
engine were correlated in reference 6 using the form 
NOxEI - e2 0  6 0 . 5  (f/a) * 
M 3  
where 
e combustor-inlet total temperature normalized by standard sea level temper­
ature 
6 combustor-inlet total pressure normalized by standard sea level pressure 
f/a combustor fuel-air ratio (which is a measure of exit temperature) 
M3 combustor-inlet Mach number 
The results from the 5-58 tests at military power can also be sucessfully c o r r e  
lated with this form as shown in figure 9 .  This correlation shows that the effects 
of combustor-inlet temperature combustor-inlet pressure fuel-air ratio and 
combustor-inlet Mach number found in reference 6 for a small turbofan engine with 
a reverse flow combustor are also appropriate to the 5-58  which is a large, axial-
flow turbojet engine. 
For any given engine type the combustor conditions may be directly related to 
flight speed altitude and power level. The 5-58 NOx data were correlated with 
these flight parameters using the form 
0 . 3  





M flight Mach number 
'amb static pressure at flight altitude 
Pstd standard sea level static pressure 
AB = 0 for nonafterburning conditions , = 1for afterburning conditions 
This correlation is shown in figure 1 0 .  The calculated emission indices agree 
with the data within -+ 15 percent. The solid lines shown in parts (a) of figures 5 
to 8 are the NO emission indices calculated with this correlation. The emission
X 
index data decrease slightly with increasing afterburning, but because of the form 
chosen for equation (2) , the correlation emission indices are independent of after-
burning power level. No doubt the agreement could be improved with a more com­
plicated power level form in equation (2) ,but the introduction of the fuel-air ratio 
as a correlating parameter does not seem justified in view of the satisfactory agree­
ment obtained with the step function. The average concentrations calculated from 
the emission indices obtained with equation (2 )  are shown in parts (b) of figures 5 
to 8 .  These are in good agreement with the data. It should be noted that the corre­
lation in equation (2) is appropriate for 5-58 engines only. Comparison of data from 
other types of engines must be performed using a correlation form such as given 
by equation (1). Of course, the afterburning step function in equation (2)  could 
also be applied to the correlation form in equation (1) to extend this form to after-
burning conditions. 
Ratio of nitric oxide to total oxides of nitrogen. - For the tests on engine B , two 
(nominally) identical NOx analyzers were used to obtain data for NO and NOx (NO 
+ NO2).  Because both instruments could be operated with or without their thermal 
converters (to reduce NO2 to N O ) ,  these instruments were frequently cross checked 
to ensure that they were reading the same when in the same operating mode. The 
nitric oxide fraction of the total oxides of nitrogen is shown in figure 11. At military 
power the NO-NO ratio was everywhere greater than 0 .95 .  At low afterburning
X 
power , the ratio was between 0 . 8  and 0 .95  , but the ratio of NO to NOx appeared to 
increase slightly with increasing power level in afterburning. These data are in 
agreement with the results of references 3 ,  5 , and 6 .  
Carbon monoxide emissions. - The variation of carbon monoxide emissions with 
altitude and power level for Mach 2 .O is shown in figure 1 2 .  For these conditions 
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the combustor-inlet temperature and the afterburner-inlet temperature are constant. 
The increase in CO emissions with altitude are due to decreasing combustion effi­
ciency as both the primary combustor and afterburner pressures decrease with in­
creasing altitude. In figure 12 @), the marked increase in CO concentration in 
going from military power to afterburning is evident. Since the increase in CO con­
centration is proportionately larger than the increase in fuel-air ratio, the emission 
indices also increase substantially. 
The variation of carbon monoxide emissions with altitude and power level at 
Mach 2 . 8  is shown in  figure 1 3 .  The trends here are similar to those in figure 12 
for Mach 2 . 0 .  The CO emissions increase less rapidly as maximum afterburning is 
approached at Mach 2 . 8  (fig. 13) than at Mach 2 . 0  (fig, 12) because the overall fuel-
air ratio at maximum afterburning for Mach 2 . 8  is less than for Mach 2 . 0 .  
In figure 1 4 ,  CO emissions for conditions with constant combustion pressure are 
given. The concentrations and emission indices at military power decrease for in­
creasing flight speed, since the increasing combustor-inlet temperature increases 
combustion efficiency. At any given afterburning power level, the CO emissions 
for all the conditions differ only slightly because afterburner-inlet temperature and 
pressure are nearly constant for these conditions. 
The variation of carbon monoxide emissions with flight speed and power level 
at 1 9 . 8  kilometers is shown in figure 1 5 .  The results for both engines A and B are 
shown, and it is evident that for afterburning power levels the CO emissions from 
engine A are consistantly higher than for engine B . Because the values of the ex­
haust nozzle radius at afterburning conditions for engine A, calculated using the 
present data reduction method, are up to 10  percent larger than the values used in 
reference 1 0 ,  the average CO concentrations and emission indices for engine A 
(fig. 15) are up to 20 percent smaller than the values given in reference 1 0 .  For 
both engines, the decrease in CO emissions with increasing flight speed (fig. 15) 
is considerable. This increase in combustion efficiency occurs because afterburner 
pressure increases as flight speed increases. For intermediate afterburning at Mach 
3 . 0  (engine B) , the combustion efficiency is greater than 99.9 percent (a CO E1 of 
4 . 2 7  = 0 . 1  percent inefficiency) . 
For the range of flight conditions tested, the carbon monoxide emissions at mili­
tary power were quite low, from 10 to 60 ppmv, which corresponds approximately 
to emission indices from 1 to 4 .  Carbon monoxide emission indices in afterburning 
modes were approximately an order of magnitude greater than at military power. 
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The CO emissions typically decreased slightly from minimum to intermediate after-
burning, but increased nearly an order of magnitude from intermediate to maximum 
afterburning. 
Unburned hydrocarbon emissions. - The variation of hydrocarbon emissions 
with altitude and power level at Mach 2 .O is shown in figure 1 6 .  At military power 
the HC concentrations in the exhaust are negligibly small (< 6 ppmC) . The con­
centrations at minimum afterburning are more than two orders of magnitude greater 
than at military power. This is a consequence of the region of high unburned hydro­
carbons which appears in the center region of the exhaust. (See fig. 4 (e) .) The 
peak concentration and radial extent of this region decrease with increasing power, 
and the average HC concentrations and emission indices decrease accordingly. The 
variation of hydrocarbon emissions with altitude is as expected, with emissions in­
creasing with increasing altitude as afterburner pressure is decreasing. 
The variation of hydrocarbon emissions with altitude and power level at Mach 
2 . 8  is shown in figure 1 7 .  At each flight condition the hydrocarbon emissions in­
crease substantially from military power to minimum afterburning, then decrease 
with increasing power in afterburning. The HC concentrations at maximum after -
burning are nearly equal to the nonafterburning concentrations . Since the fuel-air 
ratio at maximum afterburning is about four times that at military power, the HC 
emission indices at maximum afterburning are about a quarter of the value at military 
power. 
The variation of the hydrocarbon emissions with altitude for afterburning condi­
tions at Mach 2 . 8  contains a bit of a surprise. Since the afterburner pressure de­
creases monotonically from condition 5 to condition 7 ,  the hydrocarbon emissions 
would be expected to increase monotonically with increasing altitude, as was true 
at Mach 2 . 0  (fig. 16) . However, at Mach 2 . 8 ,  the highest hydrocarbon emissions 
occurred at the intermediate altitude condition. A check of the carbon monoxide 
and hydrocarbon profiles for these conditions (figs. A5 to A7) shows that both CO 
and HC profiles have higher concentrations in the center region for condition 6 ,  than 
for conditions 5 and 7 .  Since the average hydrocarbon emissions in afterburning 
are almost exclusively determined by the concentrations in the center (hydrocarbon 
concentrations at intermediate to maximum radii are negligible), the effect on the 
average emissions is very pronounced. 
The variation of the average hydrocarbon emissions at constant combustor and 
afterburner pressures is shown in figure 1 8 .  Unlike the CO emissions, which 
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were nearly equal for these three conditions, the afterburning HC emissions de­
crease with increasing flight speeds, with the most marked decrease evident between 
Mach 2 . 0  and 2 .4  at intermediate afterburning power. 
The variation of hydrocarbon emissions with flight speed and power level at 
19 .8  kilometers is shown in figure 19. Results for both engines A and B are shown, 
and it is evident that, at the same flight speeds and for nearly all afterburning power 
levels, the hydrocarbon emissions for engine A are substantially higher than for 
engine B . As with the CO emissions the integrated average HC emissions in after-
burning are very sensitive to the radius of the integration. The average HC emis­
sions in afterburning for engine A shown in figure 19 are up to 30 percent lower 
than the corresponding values given in reference 10, primarily because of differ­
ences in the values used for the exhaust nozzle radius. 
For the range of flight conditions tested, the hydrocarbon emissions at military 
power were almost negligible (< 8 ppmC , which corresponds to emission indices 
of less than 0 . 3 )  . At minimum afterburning power levels, the average hydrocarbon 
emissions were appreciably greater than at military power, but varied over two 
orders of magnitude as a function of flight speed and altitude. The range of average 
concentrations was from 10 to 2000 ppmC , which corresponds approximately to emis­
sion indices from 0 . 2  to 2 0 .  At all flight conditions the hydrocarbon emissions de­
creased with increasing power from minimum to maximum afterburning. For almost 
all conditions the concentrations at maximum afterburning were of the same order 
of magnitude as the concentrations without afterburning. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Gaseous emissions from two 5-58 afterburning turbojet engines were measured 
at simulated high-altitude supersonic-flight conditions . For each flight condition, 
detailed concentration profile measurements were made for four or five engine power 
levels from military (nonafterburning) through maximum afterburning. These meas­
urements were made on the horizontal diameter at the engine primary exhaust noz­
zle, using a single-point traversing gas sample probe. The data show that emis­
sions vary with flight speed, altitude, power level, and radial position. The prin­
cipal results of this investigation are as  follows: 
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1. With afterburning there are significant gradients in exhaust temperature, 
local fuel-air ratio, and species concentration across the exhaust plane. Traverse 
increments on the order of one tenth of the exhaust radius were required to document 
these gradients. 
2.  Emissions of the oxides of nitrogen (NOx)decreased with increasing altitude 
at constant flight speed and increased with increasing flight speed at constant alti­
tude. 
3 .  The average exhaust concentrations of NO
X 
at minimum afterburning and mili­
tary power were nearly equal. The NOx concentrations increased by about 50 per­
cent from minimum to maximum afterburning. 
4 .  The oxides of nitrogen emission indices at military power varied from 8 to 2 1  
over the range of altitudes and flight speeds tested. For each flight condition the 
NOx emission indices in afterburning were approximately 43 percent of the value 
at military power. 
5 .  The NO
X 
emission indices at military power were correlated in terms of the 
primary combustor-inlet parameters (temperature, pressure, and fuel-air ratio) , 
with a form used previously for data from other engines. 
6 .  The NOx emission indices, both with and without afterburning, have been 
simply correlated with flight speed, altitude, and power level. 
7 .  Emission of carbon monoxide (CO) increased with increasing altitude at con­
stant flight speed and decreased with increasing flight speed at constant altitude. 
8 .  The carbon monoxide emission indices at military power varied from 1to 4 
over the range of altitudes and flight speeds tested. The CO emission indices for 
minimum afterburning conditions were approximately an order of magnitude greater 
than at military power. The CO emissions typically decreased slightly from minimum 
to intermediate afterburning, but increased nearly an order of magnitude from inter­
mediate to maximum afterburning. 
9 .  Emissions of unburned hydrocarbons (HC) generally increased with increas­
ing altitude at constant flight speed and decreased with increasing flight speed 
at constant altitude. 
10.  At military power unburned hydrocarbon emission indices were less than 
0 . 3  for all test conditions. In afterburning conditions HC emissions were often sub­
stantially higher than at military power because of high hydrocarbon concentrations 
in the center of the exhaust. At minimum afterburning the HC emission indices 
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varied f rom 0 .2  to 20 f o r  the range of f l igh t  speeds and altitudes tested. At  all flight 
conditions HC emiss ions  decreased with increasing power level in afterburning. 
11. Data f o r  test conditions that were run on both engines showed that the ex­
haust concentrations of CO and HC f o r  the two engines were s imilar  at mi l i ta ry  
power, but quite d i f f e ren t  fo r  a f t e r b u r n i n g  condiiions . The exhaust NOx concen­
trations, w h i c h  are primarily dependent on primary combustor  conditions, were 
very similar  f o r  both engines at the same flight conditions. 
Lewis  R e s e a r c h  C e n t e r ,  
Nat ional  Aeronau t i c s  and Space Admin i s t r a t ion ,  
C leve land ,  Oh io ,  Oc tobe r  30 ,  1975 
505-03. 
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Exhaust concentration profiles of the oxides of nitrogen (NOx),carbon monoxide 
(CO) , and unburned hydrocarbons (HC) for all test conditions (except condition 4 ,  
engine A) are shown in figures A-1 to A-10 in this appendix. The NOx and CO 
concentrations are given as parts per million by volume (ppmv); HC concentrations 
are given as parts per million carbon by volume (ppmC) . The axis of abscissas in 
these figures is the dimensionless radial distance from the engine centerline, R/R8, 
where R8 is the nozzle exit radius that varies with flight condition and power level. 
The engine power levels are identified in the figure keys; the fuel-air ratios corres­
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The engine-inlet conditions, the exhaust profile data, and the average exhaust 
parameters for all flight conditions and power levels tested for both 5-58 engines are 
given in tables B-I to B-XI in this appendix. Symbols used in the tables are defined 
in the nomenclature below. 
COPPM carbon monoxide concentration, ppmv 
CO2PPM carbon dioxide concentration, ppmv 
E1 emission index, g pollutant/kg fuel 
E1 FAHI emission index based on metered fuel-air ratio 
E1 FAR8 emission index based on integrated average gas-sample fuel-air ratio 
FAHI ratio of metered fuel flow to engine-inlet air flow 
FAR8 fuel-air ratio calculated from gas sample 
H inlet-air humidity, g H20/g dry air 
HCPPM hydrocarbon concentration, ppmC 
NOPPM nitric oxide concentration, ppmv 
NOXPPM oxides of nitrogen (NO + NO2) concentration, ppmv 
2PT2 engine inlet air pressure, N/cm 
2PT8 exhaust total pressure, N/cm 
R radius 
R8 exhaust nozzle radius 
TT2 engine-inlet air temperature, K 
TT8 exhaust total temperature, K 
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TABLE B-I. - ENGINE INLET TEST CONDITIONS AND EXHAUST PROFTLE DATA 
FOR CONDITION 1 (MACH 2.0,  16 .0  km) ENGINE B 
(a) Military (nonafterburning) power; TT2, 388 K; PT2, 7 . 4 2  N/cm2; 
FAHI, 0.0162; H,  0.0022 g HzO/g dry air  
R f R I  COPPI( C02PPh HCPPn NOPPU NOYPPU FAR8 T T 8  ,K PT8 .N/Cn2 
-1.02 I 18. 34647. 2. 98. 99. a0171 982.  11 -52  
-.959 23. 35903. 2. 102. 103. -0177  992. 12 -03 
-.779 16 36681 2. 104. 105. .018'1 1011. I2a25  
-.595 18. 35832 2 .  103. 105. . I l l 77  1012. 12. 19 
-.@I6 24. 33145. 2 .  95. 99. .0163 990.  12.28 
-.233 21. 30262. 2 .  87.  90. .0149 965. 12.15 
-.OS1 22. 28521- 2. 83. 84. .0140 949.  11.97 
-132 15. 28587. 2. 83. 84. .0140 952. 11.97 
-312  19. 30515 2.  88. 89. - 0 1 5 0  968.  I 1-97  
.e90 16 33017. 2. 95. 97. - 0 1 6 3  991.  12.17 
=678 18. 35629. 2. 102. 103. a0176 1019. 12.18 
.86 1 23. 36347. 2. 102. 103. - 0 1 7 9  1008. 12 .eo 
.987 25.  35462 2. 99. 99. - 0 1 7 5  987. 12.09 
CVE Rd 6 E 20. 34664 2. 99.  100. e0171 997.  12.14 
�1 F A R 8  1.15 3136. -06  9.36 9.41 
�I FAHI 1.21 3305. - 0 7  9.86 9.99 
(b) Minimum afterburning power; TT2, 387 K; PT2, 7.42 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0360; 
H, 0.0022 g H20/g dry air 
R / R 8  COPPH COZPPH HCPPH NOPPU NOXPPU F A R 8  TT8 .K  PTB,N/CII2 
-1 -06I 128. 31011 5. 52.  57. .0353 650.  6 - 3 0  
-.963 93. 65931. 3. 91.  94. - 0 3 3 1  1961. 11.34 
- .E61  67. 80280. 7. I l l .  115. .0405 1680.  11.72 
-.759 99. 84637- 7. 116. 121. . 0 4 2 8  1743. 11 -70 
-.658 117. 86790 6. 117. 122. .0440 1770. 11.56 
-.558 117. 84092. 6. 110. 117. e0426 1755. 11.58 
-.456 293. 75921. 16. 92. 100. .a383 1690. 11.59 
-.354 1407. 67159.  219. 54. 7 2  -0395  1595. 11.43 
-.253 4165. 59099 1580. 19. 25. -0325  1493.  11.91 
- . I S 2  5921 52903 3868. 9. 13. -0312  1913. 11  e 3 0  
- . O S 1  6160. 49849. 5005. 9. 12. -0306  1397. 11.27 
-052 5755. 5 3046. 3359. 9. 14. -0312  1421. 11.22 
.I52 4306. 59712. 1580. 14.  23.  - 0 3 2 9  1501. 11.16 
-254 3308. 65237. 1066. 22. 35. e0350 1583. 11 e29 
.354 97s. 74567. 63. 78. 83. - 0 3 7 8  1673. 11.35 
8458 163. 82571. 17. 98. 101. .0418 1753. 11-56 
.559 193. 88273. 10. 112. 116. - 0 4 4 8  1802. 11.64 
-660  193. 88196. 9. 117. 121. . 0 4 4 8  1786. 11-60 
-760  157. 86596 7. 116. 121. - 0 4 3 9  1771. 11.75 
e862 143. 83292. 6. 110. 116. .0422 1742. 11-62 
-96 3 174. 61244. 5. 87. 95. - 0 3 0 7  1511. 11.58 
I e015 184. 47216 6. 78. 8 5 .  - 0 2 3 5  1312. 10 e 7 4  
I V E  R A 6E 605 76514. 219. 94. 100. - 0 3 9 0  1660. 11 -23 
E l  F l R 8  15.63 3104 2.83 4 .00  9.25 





TABLE B-I. - Continued. 
(c) Intermediate afterburning power; TT2, 386 K; PT2, 7.37 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0406: 
H, 0.0028 g H20/g dry air 
R/R 8 town C O ~ P P P I  HCPPM WOPPW NOXPPM F A R 8  TT8 .K PT8 .N/ CU2 
-1 .04 2 1 7 5  4 8 7 1 4 .  4 .  80. 80. - 0 2 4 3  1 1 5 6 .  10 -30 
- . 9 4 4  1 6 9 .  7 7 2 5 0 .  5. 106. 1 1 3 .  -0390 1 6 5 1 .  1 1  .e2  
- .E45  2 0 6 .  8 9 8 3 4 .  6 .  1 2 2 .  1 2 8 .  .0457 1 8 3 3 .  11  -55 
-a746 2 3 9 .  9 3 3 b 8 .  6. 126.  1 3 6 .  . 0 4 r 6  1 8 8 2 .  11  - 6 3  
- . 6 4 6  252 .  94811 .  8 .  128 .  1 3 7 .  e 0 4 8 3  1 9 0 9 .  I f  -59 
- . 5 4 6  2 2 9 .  9 1 1 2 3 .  14.  115. 1 2 3 .  - 0 4 6 4  1 8 7 8 .  11.58 
-.4117 194 8 2 6 3 6 .  27 .  9 7 .  1 0 4 .  - 0 4 1 9  1804. 11  e52 
- . 3 4 f  4 8 6 .  7 6 3 0 7 .  8 6 .  7 5 .  82 ,0301 1 7 2 3 .  1 1 . 2 0  
- . 2 4 7  1 7 9 5 .  7 1 0 7 5 .  478.  37.  50 .  a 0 3 6 9  1 6 5 5 .  11 .I2 
- . I 4 9  4 3 8 6 .  6 4 7 0 8 .  2 0 4 0 .  1 1 .  2 2 .  . 0 3 5 8  1588. 10 -92  
-.a50 5 3 8 7 .  6 0 0 9 4 .  3 7 8 5 .  8 .  1 7 .  - 0 3 4 9  1 5 3 7 .  1 0 . 8 6  
. 0 4 8  5 5 5 3 .  5 9 8 6 1 .  4 0 6 6 .  8 .  1 6 .  -0350  1 5 3 7 .  10.85 
.I50 4 2 6 1 .  6 6 6 7 3 .  1 8 2 5 .  1 1 .  2 1 .  - 0 3 6 7  1 6 1 9 .  10 -83  
- 2 4 9  1 0 8 4 .  7 5 9 6 6 .  1 6 0 .  5 6  7 3 .  a 0 3 8 9  1 7 3 5 .  11 .oo 
.34P 2 4 3 .  8 2 8 2 3 .  7 .  9 0  102. .0420 1815.  11.08  
. 4 4 7  1 9 0 .  8 9 5 4 0 .  3. 1 0 6 .  1 1 9 .  - 0 4 5 5  1 8 8 4 .  11- 3 1  
.545 2 5 0 .  9 6 0 0 0 .  4 .  1 2 3 .  1 3 6 .  - 0 4 9 0  1930. 1 1 . 5 2  
. t Y 4  2 7 5 .  96 5 0 9 .  4 .  1 2 9 .  1 4 2 .  . a 4 9 3  1 9 2 2 .  1 1 . 5 8  
.74 4 254. 9 5 3 5 7 .  4 .  1 2 9 .  1 4 2 .  .O486 1 9 2 3 .  1 1 . 5 7  
. 8 4 2  2 4 0 .  9 4 3 9 7 .  9 .  1 2 6 .  1 3 7 .  . a 4 8 1  1 8 9 6 .  11 . 4 5  
. 9 4 0  2 1 0 .  7 4 6 5 6 .  3. 1 0 3 .  115. - 0 3 7 7  1 7 2 4 .  11 .35  
1 . c 4 3  1 6 9 .  4 2  1 2 0 .  10. 7 6 .  89.  , 0 2 0 9  1 0 1 6 .  I O  - 9 5  
LWE P A G E  457.  8 3 3 1 3 .  1 1 9 .  105. 119. . 0 4 2 4  1 7 6 3 .  11.12 
� 1  FARP 1 0 . 8 8  3 1 1 6 .  1 . 4 2  4.11  4 . 4 7  
E 1  FAHT 1 1 . 3 3  3 2 4 7 .  1 . 4 8  4.213 4 . 6 6  
(d) Intermediate afterburning power; TT2, 386 K; PT2, 7.38 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0442; 
H, 0.0022 g HzO/g d r y  air 
R l R P  
- I  .027 
- . 9 2 9  
- .E31 
- .73T 
- . 6 3 4  
- . 5 3 7  
- . 9411  
-.34z 
- . 2 4 5  





. 2 4 4  
- 3 4 1  
.*4f l  
, 5 3 5  





- 9 2 6  
. 9 7 4  
b W E R A G E  
FI FARR 
�1 F A H I  
COPPH COZPPY 
1 9 4 .  5 8 3 1 2 .  
262 .  8 8 1 6 8 .  
2 8 1 .  9 9 0 4 1 .  
316. 1 0 2 0 7 4 .  
3 2 8 .  1 0 3 6 7 6 .  
277. 9 8 8 4 7 .  
202. 9 0 8 9 2 .  
247. 8 4 9 8 8 .  
605. 8 0 9 5 8 .  
1 5 8 2 .  7 7 3 6 9 .  
2 5 6 1 .  7 4 3 4 2 .  
3 5 1 5 .  7 3 9 4 9 .  
1 9 6 6 .  7 7 9 0 4 .  
6 0 4 .  8 4 6 5 8 .  
2 9 6 .  9 0 7 7 3 .  
259. 977131. 
3 1 1 .  102805.  
3 6 5 .  1 0 4 2 7 2 .  
3 6 7 .  103800 .  
353. 1 0 3 2 7 3 .  
3 4 4 .  874115. 
2 8 4 .  6 6 9 6 7 .  
381. 9 3 2 2 4 .  
8 . 1 3  3 1 2 4 .  
8 . 7 2  3349.  
HCPPH NOPPPI NO%PPM FAR8 
3. 8 6 .  0. . 0 2 9 2  
3 .  1 1 6 .  0. . 0 4 4 8  
3. 1 2 9 .  0. - 0 5 0 6  
3 .  3311. 0. - 0 5 2 3  
3. 1 3 5 .  0. - 0 5 3 1  
3. 1 2 3 .  0. .a505 
2 .  1 0 2 .  0. - 0 4 6 2  
5 .  8 5 .  0. .0431 
5 1 .  6 8 .  0. . 0 4 1 2  
308.  4 2 .  0. .0400 
754. 24. 0. - 0 3 9 2  
9 2 2 .  21 .  0. . 0 3 9 6  
4 3 9 .  3 5 .  0. - 0 9 0 6  
5 9 .  7 1 .  0. -01132 
12.  9 4 .  0. e 0 4 6 2  
7 .  1 1 3 .  0. e 0 4 9 9  
6 .  1 2 9 .  0. e 0 5 2 7  
6 .  1 3 7 .  0 .  - 0 5 3 5  
5 .  1 3 7 .  0. - 0 5 3 2  
4 .  138. 0. .OS29 
3. 1 1 6 .  0. -0445  
3. 9 2 .  0. - 0 3 3 7  
2b.  1 1 5 .  1 1 5 .  - 0 4 7 6  
e27  4 . 0 3  4 . 0 3  
29 4 . 3 2  4.32 
T l 8  .K PT8 .N/CU2 
1340.  I O  -56  
1 8 0 7 .  11 .43 
1 9 4 7 .  3 1 - 3 4  
1 9 8 9 .  11 - 3 6  
2 0 0 1 .  11 - 3 7  
1 9 7 2 .  1 1 . 3 8  
1 8 9 2  11.311 
1 8 4 2 .  11.11 
1 7 8 6 .  1 0 . 8 2  
1 7 3 2 .  1 0 . 6 0  
1 6 9 7 .  10 - 6 5  
1 6 7 7 .  IO - 6 7  
1 7 2 6 .  10 - 6 9  
1831. 10.72 
1 9 0 8 .  10.82 
1 9 8 4 .  11 .19  
2 0 2 0 .  I 1  - 2 9  
2 0 2 1 .  I 1  .so 
2 0 0 8 .  1 1  - 5 2  
2 0 1 8 .  I1 A 2  
1 9 0 2 .  11.38 
1 6 8 0 .  1 0 . 9 7  
1 8 9 7 .  1 1 . 2 3  
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TABLE B-I. - Concluded. 
(e) Maximum afterburning power: TT2, 387 K; PT2, 7 .39  N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0570; 
H, 0.0109 g H#/g dry air 






HCPPW*. UOPPU 82. uOwPn 101. F A R 8  e0319 TTB S K  1431. P T I  sNICR2 9.93 
-.986 983. 89309. 4. 105. 127. -0958  1838. 10.40 
- .e91 25861 107689. 5. 121. 131. - 0 7 0 3  2122. 10.84 
- .799 26283. 105788. 5. 118. 118. -0696  2147. 11. l o  
-a704 17737. 111382. 9. 133. 133. .0675 2173. 11.00 
-.612 9119. 115578. 4. 150. 153. -0647  2149.  11.15 
- .519 1447. 114689. 1. 140. 159. e0597 2186.  11 a03 
-e423 489. 103112. 3. 119. 139. e0529 2098.  11.22 
- .331 380 99950. 3. 112. 130. -0512  2053. 11.10 
-.236 (196. 105599. 3. 127. 147. - 0 5 9 2  2119. 11.22 
-.I45 563. 107342. 4. 133. 154. - 0 5 5 2  2147.  11  e23 
-.o*a e l l .  9766 1 3. 112. 132. .0*99 2059.  11.00 
-043  271. 89724. 3. 92.  111. e0456 1955. 11.02 
-137  265. 8 8 4 2 0 .  3. 86.  105. -0449 1953. 11 - 0 3  
e230 417. 96726. 3. 97. 118. -0994  2043.  10.84 
,326 980. 111260. 9. 126. 146 ,0576 2145. 10 -64 
.e20 10291. 114471. 4. 149. 161. - 0 6 4 8  2235. 10 -98 
.512 24340. 108023. 5. 121. 121. e0695 2174. 11.21 
-606  26478. 105956. 8. 117. 117. - 0 6 9 7  2171. 11 .05 
-698 24667. 108 207. 5. 123. 123. .ob98 2153. 10.96 
,799 15369. 112614. 3. 138. 138. - 0 6 6 7  2160. 10.97 
, 887  2221. 114685. 3. 1 4 4 .  158. -0602  2210. 10.89 
,979 695. 71029. 3. 91.  110. -0360  1767.  10.89 
1 . 0 2 6  518. 47689. 7. 75.  91.  - 0 2 3 9  1347. 9 -86 
hVERk6E 11371. 102625. 9. 1 2 2 .  132. ,0589 2068. 10.84 
E 1  FAA8 199.19 2 8 2 5 .  .04 3.50 5.79 
�1 FAHI  203.87 2891. 04 3.59 3.8.3 
TABLE B-JI. - ENGINE INLET TEST CONDITIONS AND EXHAUST PROFILE DATA FOR 
CONDITION 2 (MACH 2.0 ,  17 .9  km), ENGINE B 
(a) Military (nonafterburning) power; TT2, 387 K; PT2, 5. 57 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0164; 
R m e  coppn 
-I .020 29. 
-.96Cl 33. 
-.779 37. 
- .593 34. 
- . * I 3  33. 
- .231 29. 
- . O S 1  27. 
, 1 3 2  41. 
-319  37. 
.496 31. 
- 6 7 1  33. 
. 8 5 e  40. 
.983 41. 
hVERk6E 35. 
E 1  FAR8 2.17 


















H, 0.0028 g H20/g dry air 
HCPPW ucwn NoxPPn 
7. 71. 73. 
6. 76. 78.  
6. 81 .  8 2 .  
6. 79.  82 .  
5. 75. 78. 
6. 69. 73. 
6. 64.  68 .  
5. 64.  67 .  
5. 67.  70.  
5. 73. 77 .  
5. 78.  84. 
5. 78. 83. 
5. 74. 78. 
6. 76. 79. 
-17 7.77 8.11 
-17 7.94 7.77 
F A R 8  








-01 3 0  
- 0 1 3 9  
.O152 
,0165 
- 0 1 6 1  
- 0 1 5 9  
.0157 
T T 8  , W  PT8 .N/CRZ 
958.  8 .10 
961. 8 -63  
981. 8 .87  
985.  8.93 
965. 8.94 
990 .  8 -69 
928. 8 -69 
929. 8.69 
912 m 8 e68 
967.  8.77 
985.  8.85 





TABLE B-II. - Continued. 
n 
(b) Minimum afterburning power; TT2, 386 K; PT2, 5.52 N/cm'; FAHI, 0.0346; 
H, 0.0028 g H F / g  dry air 
-1 - 0 3 5  399. 42323.  21. 58. 68. .0212 1 2 3 1 .  7.71 
-.Fa4 312. 53830.  23. 69. 80. .02 7 0  1352 8.21 
- . 8 8 C  202. 6 q  192. 26. 7 9  88.  - 0 3 2 2  1496.  8.51 
-.77h 225. 69048.  32  82. 90. - 0 3 4 8  1577. 8.54 
-a674 268. 72100.  45. 81. 9 1  - 0 3 6 4  1611.  8.52 
-.57fl  349. 70553.  66 76. 8 6  - 0 3 5 6  1593.  8.49 
- a 4 6 5  1056.  61817.  202. 54. 73. - 0 3 1 6  1516.  8 -40 
-.360 3427.  52731.  1315.  1 8 .  5 2 .  .I3287 1409.  8.35 
-a259 5493.  41984.  4787.  7. 37.  - 0 2 6 1  1286.  8 -25 
-.I55 4871.  34682.  5936.  7. 32. . 0 2 2 7  1 1 9 5 .  8 -17 
-.@5P 3337.  30031.  6108.  7. 30. a 0 1 9 6  1130.  8.17 
.05? 3163.  31236.  6119.  7 .  31.  . 0 2 0 1  1126.  8.23 
.156 4170.  36 7523. 5280. 8. 34. - 0 2 3 0  1234.  8 -29 
26 1 3764.  4 9 4 7 8 .  2109.  13. 48. - 0 2 7 6  1 4 0 3 .  8.28 
- 3 6 5  1181.  6 9 7 4 0 .  137. 51.  74. - 0 3 3 1  1559. 8.17 
,469 431. 77919.  9. 78. 92. ,0395 1693.  8.37 
.572 453. 8 4 1 2 7 .  7. 89. 104. . 0 4 2 8  1748.  8.42 
.676 419. 83415.  7. 90.  104. .042*  1725.  8.35 
.778 318.  7R603. 7. 85 .  100.  .0398 1 6 7 8 .  8 - 4 2  
.FP6 239.  7 C b 3 C .  7. 79.  90. - 0 3 5 6  1 6 2 4 .  8.35 
- 5 8 6  205 4P95C. 7. 59.  69.  . 0 2 4 4  1427.  8 -26  
1 .c3p 182.  36413.  8. 53. 5 6  . 0 1 8 1  1 2 6 9 .  7.70 
( V E F A G F  P 8 3 .  63989.  524. 66. 81.  . 0 3 2 8  1525.  8.29 
E1 F 4 H 8  26.97 3070.  8.02 3.33 4 . 0 5  
FI F b H T  25.54 2 9 0 8 .  7 .60 3.15 3.83 
R / R 8  COPPU COZPPU~ Hewn u o w n  NOXPPM F A R 8  TT8.K PT8 rNICM2 
( c )Intermediate afterburning power; TT2, 385 K ;  PT2, 5. 52 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0410: 
H ,  0.0028 g H20/g dry air 
K / R  COPPM CO2PPP HCPPM NOPPU NOXPPR F A R 8  l T 8 . N  PT8 .N/CH2 
-1 .a5 I 211.  39340.  17. 52. 58.  - 0 1 9 5  1 2 3 4 .  7.38 
- .Q57 253.  660'30. 15. 76  8 4 .  .0332 1580.  8.94 
-.PSI 342. 78035.  15. 8 6  94. .I3395 1705.  8.51 - .75 - 4 6 9 .  87512.  16 .  89. 9 8  .0425 1773.  8.31 
- . 6 4 P  529.  88 172.  14. 93.  103. .0450 1820.  8.38  
- . " 5 1  468. 84103.  1 4 .  85. 97.  . 0 4 2 8  1783.  8 .4I 
- . ~ t s n  418.  75935.  16. 73. 85. . 0 3 8 5  1 6 9 2 .  8 .44 
-.35" C56. 6 9 0 6 9 .  69. 54. 69.  - 0 3 5 1  1627.  8.17 
-.24e 3112.  62505.  864. 21.  47. .0334 1560.  8.13 
-.15G 5430.  52  7236. 3528.  8. 36 - 0 3 1 0  1473.  8 - 0 9  
- .c51 tZG7.  42865. 5620.  7. 29. - 0 2 7 4  1350.  8 m06 .D 4  9 6 2 2 0 .  39246.  5995.  6. 29. - 0 2 5 7  1299.  8 .os 
. 1 5 - 6054.  46386.  5095.  7. 34. . 0 2 8 8  1417.  8 .04 
e251 3328. 6 2 0 4 9 .  1301.  18.  50. - 0 3 3 5  1580.  8.08  
.350 950.  75912.  1 5 9 .  61. 74. - 0 3 8 8  1730.  8 -17 
a451 656. 88445.  70. 86. 95.  - 0 4 5 2  1862.  8 - 2 5  
. 5 5 "  829.  9 9 2 7 1 .  50. 107. 115.  . O S 1 1  1940.  8.20 
.c5 '3  807. 100290.  37. 110. 118. ,0516 1940.  8.31 
.751 681. 96605.  31. 105. 114.  - 0 4 9 5  1892.  8 . 3 3  
- 8 5 2  557. 89858.  26. 95. 103. - 0 2 5 9  1857.  8.41 
.94 R 4 4 1 .  72255.  23. 79. 8 8 .  .O 36 5 1699.  8.39 
1 .@50 258 42259.  22. 56  6 3. .O210 1288.  8.07 
C V E E b G �  952. 76598.  267. 78. 88. -0392 1701.  8.22 
F I  F A R O  21.88 3093.  3.44 3.28 3.73 
FI F d H J  20.91 2955.  3.28 3.13 3.56 
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TABLE B-II. - Concluded. 
(a) Intermediate afterburning power; TT2, 385 K; PT2, 5.54 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0443; 
H, 0.0028 g H F / g  dry air 


















-.a22 507. 84818. 23. 89. 98. -0432 1847. 8.18 
-e630 711. 94265. 34. 98. 105. -0483 1958. 8-26 
- . *a4  526. 83103. 51. 79. 8 9 .  .0423 1860. 8.39 



















-.De9 6875. 49089. 5064. 6- 33. -0307 1492. 7.76 
-045 7107. 47131. 5975. 7. 28.  -0300 1238. 7.89 
. I 4 2  5982 56115. 3628. 8. 38. -0331 1559. 8 .oo 
.2*0 2390. 71615. 466. 33. 57. e0375 1729. 7.91 
.337 765 85561 22. 74. 85. .0937 1875. 7.98 
-432 857. 98039. 14. 98. 105. .os04 1997. 8.14 
.531 1192. 106330. 15. 115. 122. .0552 2080. 8.18 
-627 1193. 105 820 m 16. 115. 123. - 0 5 4 8  2056. 8.21 
-723 987. 102180. 16 110. 118. -0527 2015.  8 a29 



















AVERA6E 1011. 84168. 2 0 9 .  83. 93. -0432 1857. 8 . 0 9  
E l  F A R 8  23-64 3093. 2-44 3.19 3.58 
El FAHJ 23.04 3015 2.38 3.11 3.49 
(e) Maximum afterburning power; TT2, 384 K; PT2, 5.52 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0572; 
RIR8 town CO2PPH 
-1 .ozn 877. 52832. 
-.972 1316. 72687. 
- .E80  4340. 106160. 
-.78R 6813. 109340. 
-.695 7911. 109230. 
- .e0 3 7972. 109370. 
- . s o 9  3@89. 109320. 
- .42n 1189. 99377. 
-.327 827. 99472. 
-.235 909. 97643.-.1 4 2  IO06 - 100150. 
- .os 1 777. 92940. 
.0*2 6 2 9 .  88420. 
.I35 8 5 2  95237. 
.22R 1345. 103780. 
.322 3218. 110390. 
.*I2 10279. 110040. 
.so4 18589. 107440. 
-596 21564. 105790 

.689 16684. 108510. 

.778 7964. 110930. 

.e72 3027. 107340. 
-966 1 4 4 5 .  72255. 
LYE R A  6 E  6751. 10 1555. 
EX FAR8 124.46 2942. 
�1 FAHI  120.72 2853. 
H ,  0.0028 g H20/g dry air 
HCPPU NOPPM NOXPPM 
16. 5 5 .  62. 
16. 71. 81. 

16. 108. 109. 

15. 113. 113. 

14. 114. 114. 

15. 114. 115. 

14. 110. 113. 

12. 96 105. 

11. 89. 100. 

11. 94. 107. 

10. 97. 110. 
10. 85. 97. 
10. 77. 90. 

10. 84. 98. 
10. 99. 111. 

10. Ill. 117. 
10. 121. 122. 

10. 102. 102. 
10.  97. 97. 
9. 108. 108. 
9. 116. 116. 

IO. 108. 113. 

9. 75. 86 

12. 102. 106. 

. I 1  3.09 3.21 
. I 1  3.00 3.12 
F A R 8  TT8.K PTB.N/CUZ 
e0267 1565. 7 -03 
-0372 1894. 7.33 
-0568 2189. 7.92 
e0599 2174. 8-07 
.0605 2160. 8 .oo 
-0606 2149. 8.03 
-0578 2126. 8.16 
.OS13 2084. 8.26 
.0485 2043. 8.15 
, 0 5 0 2  2085. 8 -26 
-0516 2098. 8-03 
-0476 2037. 8.os 
. 0 4 5 1  1990. 8.01 
,0489 2096. 7.98 
e0538 2174. 8 -03 
. O S 8 4  2 1 8 1 .  7e96 
-0623 2190. 8 .oo 
-0658 2188. 8.09 
-0666 2178. 8.10 
-0652 2 1 4 5 .  8.13 
-0615 2189. 7.97 
-0567 2171. 7.90 
e0371 1849. 7.99 




TABLE B-III. - ENGINE INLET TEST CONDITIONS AND EXHAUST PROFILE DATA FOR 
CONDITION 3 (MACH 2.0,  19 .8  km), ENGINE B 
(a) Military (nonafterburning) power; TT2, 388 K; PT2, 4 .16 N/cmz; FAHI, 0.0166; 
H, 0.0034 g HzO/g dry air 
G / R 9  











F A R 8  
. 0 1 7 1  
TT8.K 
998. 
P T 8  ,N/Ctt2 
6 - 2 1  
-.957 45. 35 357 3. 80. 8 4 .  .o 175 951. 6.33 
-.776 55. 36236.  3. 84. 87. .0179 979.  6.49 
-.595 53. 35737.  3. 83. 87. ,0176 977. 6 -51  
- . 4 1 3  42. 33127.  3. 77. 83. - 0 1 6 3  959.  6 e57 
-.232 45. 30168.  3. 71. 76. . I l l49 933.  ,6 - 3 3  
- . n o 9  40.  2P853.  3. 67.  73. .Ol42 922.  6 -40 
.Y31 44. 29262.  3. 69. 79. .0144 931.  6 - 3 8  
.316 52. 31222.  3. 74. 80. . a i s 4  951. 6.31 
.493 48. 33581.  3. 79. 8 4 .  - 0 1 6 6  967.  6 - 3 8  
- 6 7 4  53. 35847.  3. 83.  88. - 0 1 7 7  977.  6 - 3 5  
. R 5 9  44. 36222.  3. 82. 88. - 0 1 7 9  976.  6 - 5 3  
-047 99. 35608.  3. 81. 8 6  - 0 1 7 6  962.  6 - 4 8  
t V F F A 6 E  49. 34632.  3. 80. 85. . 0 1 7 1  969.  6 - 4 3  
E1 F B I ? ?  2.91 3133.  .@9 7.57 t l . 0 1  
c x  FAHI 2.9c 3232.  .IO 7.81 8.26 
(b) Minimum afterburning power; TT2, 386 K; PT2, 4 .17 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0360; 
H ,  0.0034 g H 2 0 / g  dry air 
(;/UP COPPU COZPPH HCPFH NOPPR NOXPPH F l R 8  1 1 8  ,I( PT8  .N/CH2 
- . 9 6 $  4 4 7 .  6 5 9 2 1 .  3. 71. 81. .0332 1 4 4 2 .  6.18 
-.P6? 539.  7 9 1 c 2 .  3. 80. 90.  - 0 4 0 2  1615.  6.23 
-.76C 6 5 7 .  83669.  3. e3.  93.  . 0 4 2 7  1662.  6 - 3 0  
-.E64 P 3 2 .  8 5 5 1 3 .  4. 82. 93. . 0 4 3 7  1680.  6.11 
- .501 e13. 8 3 7 7 6 .  6. 78. 88.  .0428 1 6 6 5 .  6 - 0 8  
-.s5’, 1 1 7 8 .  75248.  59. 61.  75.  .0385 1602.  6.28 
- . 7 5 7  4556.  6 1  101. 1 1 8 5 .  12. 27.  .0336 1479.  6.15 
-.254 7271.  48890. 5659.  6. 6. . 0 3 1 1  1 3 7 0 .  6 -01  
-.IS? 6854. 3 9 3 6 0  8594.  1. 7. - 0 2 7 5  1241 .  6.11 
- .c4s 5195.  3 4 0 4 2 - 9191.  7. 7. .0242 1 1 8 2 .  5.98 
. ? 5  7 6569.  37718.  9341.  7. 7. - 0 2 6 9  1 2 1 9 .  5.99 
.I57 77Cl1. 51  856. 6556.  7. 7.- . 0 3 3 1  1398.  5.99 .256 3924.  6 5 6 8 2 .  2643. 18. 2 9  - 0 3 6 4  1525.  5.93 
.35 4 980.  7 5 6 6 8 - 1378.  58 .  65.  .e394 1614.  5.99 
. 4 t  I 765. 8 3 8 3 3 .  908. 73. 77. .0433 1705.  6 - 1 9  
. 5 t 4  9 4 1 .  8 9 1 1 4 .  616. 82. 6 7 .  .0461 1 7 9 4 .  b .09 
.6bY 817. 86999.  453. 84. 89.  .0447 1707.  6.20 
.76 7 637.  8 3 6 8 4 .  307. 83. 8 8 .  . 0 4 2 8  1650.  6 - 0 3  
. P ? T  4 8 0 .  80363.  178.  80. 8 7 .  - 0 4 0 9  1629.  6 - 0 4  
,977 389. 61935.  b9. 66.  77. .0312 3441.  6.25 
B Y E R A G E  1447.  76366.  904. 67. 75.  .0397 1598.  6.13 
�1 F P R P  36.71 3094.  11.48 2.80 3.14 
� 1  F A H l  40.26 3339.  12.59 3.07 3.44 
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TABLE B-III. - Continued. 
(c) Intermediate afterburning power; TT2, 387 K; PT2, 4.16 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0461; 
H,  0.0034 g H F / g  dry air 
R I R 8  COPPU COZPPU HCPPU NOPPU WOTPPU F A R 8  TTE ,a PTE .WICUZ 
-1.024 773. 62178. 256. 63. 73. a0316 1416. 5.73 
-.927 1449. 89954. 22Q.  85. 95. .OW65 1823. 6 dl7 
-.a28 2031. 97667. 166. 9 2  100. .OS10 1922. 6.14 
-.732 2369. 101244. 182. 95. 10Q. e0531 1939. 6 -00 
-.634 2230. 101674. 241. 96 105. - 0 5 3 3  1936. 6 -09 
-.537 2030. 100340. 242. 92. 102. a0529 1939. 6.00 
-.e38 1704. 94408. 229. 79. 91. e0491 1899. 5.95 
-a342 2160. 83334. 282. 50. 66  ,0439 1776. 5.84 
-e246 5056. 73652. 1135. 14. 35. .0409 1674. 5 e89 
- . l e 9  8141. 66614. 3664. 6.  9 .  - 0 3 9 8  1601. 5.80 
-.os0 10496. 56064. 7042. 6.  6. - 0 3 7 3  1538 5 -64 
. 0 4 8  9713. 59253. 6472. 6.  6.  e0383 1542. 5.68 
-147  6984. 72002. 3100. 8. 23.  moo17 1675. 5 -72 
. Z ~ F  2877. 85253. 1095 40. 64. - 0 4 5 3  1791. 5.79 
.341 1558. 91975. 727. 67. 85. .0480 1866.  5 -70 
.435 1914. 99773. 591. 88. 101  9 e0523 1949. 6.04 
.536 2594 105602. 407. 102. 114. - 0 5 5 7  1999. 6.19 
,1531 2467. 103995. 309. 101. 113. -0547 1963. 6 a06 
- 7 3 0  1916. 100271 286. 98. 111. e0524 1914.  6 -00  
.a27 1922. 100568. 220. 99. 112. - 0 5 2 5  1936. 6.19 
.q23 1769. 94557. 216. 90. 103. e0492 1895. 6 .OS 
I . 022  8 6 2 .  56443. 172. 6# .  79. - 0 2 8 7  1eo1. 6 -00  
IVERACE 2208. 92034. 466 82 .  94. e0482 1844.  5.98 
E l  FAR8 46.55 3049. 4.92 2.83 3.25 
E I  F A H I  48 .41  3171. 5.11 2.94 3.38 
(d) Intermediate afterburning power; TT2, 386 K; pT2, 4.16 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0520; 
H, 0.0034 g H20/g dry air 
R I R 8  











F A R 8  





-.997 1276. 73741. 151. 68.  83. .0378 1613. 5.83 
-e903 2702. 103573. 125. 95. 105. .OS45 202 1. 6.10 
- .eo8  3386. 109083. 123. 100. 109.  - 0 5 7 9  2070. 6 -03 
- .713 3962. 111603. 94. 103. 112. e0596 206 1 6 - 0 3  
-.61R 4841. 119358. 81. 107. 115. e0616 ?079. 5 - 9 1  
-.525 4 5 1 2 .  113229. 74. 104. 111. - 0 6 0 8  2080. 5.95 
- .429 2471. 104607. 64. 87.  99.  - 0 5 9 9  2032. 5.88 
- .335 2029. 95896. 76 68. 83. - 0 4 9 9  1943. 5.93 
- .241 3008. 90130. 218. 44. 64. .0475 1878. 5.69 
- . l e 5  5403. 84834. 934. 18. 41.  -0464 1795. 5.58 
- .050 8625.  77091. 2976. 8. 14.  .0452 1724. 5.61 
-04  6 9655. 76109. 3773. 8. 9. - 0 4 5 7  1685. 5.57 
. 1 Q O  5850. 83660. 1287. 18. 39. e0462 1809. 5.53 
-236 2913. 94416. 315. 52. 73. e0498 1926. 5.71 
329 2495. 101543. 165. 75. 9 1  e0533 2018,  5 -72 
-423  3097. 108485. 127. 95. 106 e0574 2368 5.74 
.SI9 3986. 113688. 137. 110. 120. e0607 2105. 6 -01 
.61* 4184s 113727. 118. 113. 124. - 0 6 0 9  2088. 6 -00 
.754 3497. 11080*. 10. 106. 117 - =0588  2052. 6.00 
.898 3380. 108494. 97. 101. 113. .0575 2066 6 -03 
I V E R A G E  3346. 102758 178. 90.  102. e0545 1977. 5.93 
E l  F A R 8  62.86 3034. 1.68 2.79 3.15 
EX FAHI 65.42 3157. 1.75 2.90 3.28 
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TABLE B-III. - Concluded. 
(e)  Maximum afterburning power; TT2,  389 K; PT2, 4.11N/cm2; FAHI, 0.05’70; 
H,  0.0023 g H20/g d r y  air 
.K
R/R P CO PP H COZPPH HCPPM NOPPM u a w p n  FhR8 T T ~  PTI .u/cn2 
-1  -031 9 7 4 .  9 8 9 6 2  2 1 .  6 6 .  80. -0248 1 4 2 8 .  5.38 
- . 9 8 2  3 2 9 1 .  9 3 6 0 9 .  5 .  8 5 .  9 8 .  , 0 4 9 4  1 8 8 1 .  5 - 6 4  
- . 8 8 7  15657.  11 0 3 7 3  * 6.  113 .  1 2 1 .  - 0 6 5 7  2 1 1 6 .  5 -81  
- . 7 9 6  23624 - 106735.  7.  1 0 7 .  1 1 4 .  . 0 6 8 4  2 1 1 0 .  5 . 7 8  
- . 7 0 1  2 5 6 2 1 .  1 0 5 9 5 4 .  6 .  1 0 5 .  1 0 7 .  - 0 6 9 1  2 1 1 7 .  5 . 8 1  
- . t O S  24  7 5 0 .  1 0 6 3 4 2 .  6 .  1 0 5 .  1 0 7 .  - 0 6 8 8  2 1 1 6 .  5 . 9 5  
- .51 P 10382 - 1 1 2 1 5 9 .  4 .  1 0 7 .  A l O .  - 0 6 3 6  2 1 1 0 .  5 . 9 *  
-.022 3 6 8 2 .  1 0 7 4 6 6 .  4 .  9 2 .  9 9 .  - 0 5 7 1  2 0 9 2 .  5 .8* 
- . 3 3 1  2 6 2 0 .  1 0 0 1 3 3 .  4 .  83. 9 4 .  - 0 5 2 5  2 0 3 1 .  5 - 9 2  
- . 2 3 7  2 3 5 6 .  9 8 6 6 2 .  4 .  7 9 .  9 3 .  - 0 5 1 6  2 0 0 1 .  5 . 8 5  
-.I45 2 1 6 6 .  9 6 4 1 6 .  3.  7 7 .  9 1 .  - 0 5 0 3  1 9 8 2 .  5 . 7 9  
- .os1 1 6 2 5 .  88 9 5 4 .  3. 6 9 .  8 4 .  - 0 4 6 0  1 8 8 9 .  5 . 7 3  
.04c 1350. 8 1 8 1 3 .  5 .  6 1 .  7 5 .  .0420 1809 .  5 - 7 6  
.I36 1 5 9 7 .  8 4 1 7 3 .  4. 6 0 .  7 6 .  - 0 4 3 4  1 8 4 4 .  5 . 7 9  
. 2 3 1  2 7 0 5 .  9 6 6 4 7 .  3 .  7 3 .  87. - 0 5 0 7  1980.  5 -69 
.325 5 3 7 2 .  11013Y. 3.  9 1 .  1 0 0 .  - 0 5 9 5  2 0 9 2 .  5 . 6 9  
. 4 1 5  2 6 0 4 5 .  10546 9 .  4. 9 8 .  1 0 6 .  e 0 6 9 1  2 1 2 8 .  5 .76  
. 5 1 n  2 7 1 7 8 .  9 5 1 2 8 .  13. 8 6  s A l O .  . 0 6 4 0  2 1 2 2 .  5 - 8 5  
. c o 7  Z72C9. 9 4 0 8 3 .  32. 8 6 .  1 1 0 .  - 0 6 3 5  2107 .  5 - 9 1  
. 6 9 7  2 7 0 7 4 .  9 8 5 7 1 .  29 .  8 7 .  1 0 9 .  - 0 6 5 9  2 0 9 6 .  5 - 8 6  
, 7 8 9  2 6 7 4 6 .  1 0 5 6 0 1 .  5 .  9 7 .  1 0 8 .  - 0 6 9 6  2 1 0 3 .  5 . 7 9  
. R 8  ? 5 9 6 7 .  111 733 .  3. 1 0 2 .  1 1 0 .  - 0 6 0 7  2 1 2 6 .  5 . 8 9  
. 9 2 9  3336 9 7 4 5 9 .  3 .  8 4 .  100. - 0 5 1 5  2 0 1 7 .  5 . 9 4  
.97P 1 9 6 6 .  7 2 1 8 4 .  3. 6 4  * 8 2 .  - 0 3 7 3  1 7 2 0 .  5 . 7 1  
b V E P A S F  35278.  lOC817. 9 .  9 3 .  105. - 0 6 0 2  2 0 4 8 .  5 . 8 1  
rx  FAR^ 2 6 2 . 7 8  2 7 2 5 .  . 0 7  2 . 6 3  2 - 9 6  
T I  F A H T  2 7 3 . 9 2  2 8 4 0 .  .@8 2 - 7 4  3.08 
TABLE B-IV. - ENGINE INLET TEST CONDITIONS AND EXHAUST PROFILE DATA FOR 
CONDITION 4 (MACH 2.4, 19.8km) ,  ENGINE B 
(a)  Military (nonafterburning) power; TT2,  462 K; PT2,  7.45 N/cm2; 
R l R n  COPPU 
- I  . s i r  2 4 .  
-.c49 3 3 .-.77r 2 4 .  
- . 5 9 ?  2 6 .  
- . 4 1 1  2 7 .  
-.23” 2 7 .  
- .c5r  2 6 .  
- 1 2 9  7 2  
.31? 2 6 .  
,489 3 0 .  
-67’: 2 9 .  
. ~ 5 r  1 9 .  
.q7n 2 1 .  
bVERA6E 2 6 .  
�1 F R R S  1 m64 
E X  F A H I  I . 7 9  
H, 0.0014g H20/g d r y  air 
COZPPH HCPPU NOPPU NOXPPH F A R 8  
3 0 0 4 7 .  4 .  100. 0 .  .I3198 
3 1 5 6 3 .  3 .  1 0 4 .  0 .  .0155 
32931 3. 1 1 1 .  0. - 0 1 6 2  
32676 2 .  1 0 9 .  0. - 0 1 6 1  
3 0 7 5 7 .  2. 1 0 4 .  0 .  . 0 1 5 1  
2 8 3 9 1 .  2. 9 4 .  0. . 0 1 4 0  
2 7 0 1 4 .  2. 9 0 .  0. . 0 1 3 3  
2 7 3 1 4 .  2. 8 9 .  0. - 0 1 3 4  
29055. 2. 9 5 .  0 .  - 0 1 9 3  
3 0 9 7 9 .  2 .  101 .  0 .  ~ 0 1 5 3  
3 2 6 4 2 .  2. 105. 0. - 0 1 6 1  
3 3 2 4 5 .  2. 1 0 5 .  0. - 0 1 6 4  
3 1 8 8 7 .  2 .  9 8 .  0. mol57 
3 1 6 4 6 .  2. 104. 104. - 0 1 5 6  
3 1 3 5 .  . 0 7  1 0 . 7 5  1 0 . 7 5  
3429.  - 0 8  1 1 . 7 6  1 1 . 7 6  
FAHI, 0.0142; 
T T 8 . K  PT8 rN/CMZ 
9 5 2 .  9 . 1 5  
9 6 8 .  9 . 4 5  
9 9 5 .  9 .78  
1 0 0  I .  9 -71 
9 9 6 .  9 . 6 4  
9 7 0 .  9 . 5 9  
9 6 3 .  9 . 3 7  
9 6 5 .  9 .a0 
9 8 1 .  9 -46  
9 8 9 .  9 . 5 6  
1 0 0 3 .  9 - 7 0  
9 9 2 .  9 -86 
9 6 7 .  9 . 6 3  
9 8 7 .  9 -64  
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TABLE B-IV. - Continued. 
(b) Minimum afterburning power; TT2, 463 K; PT2, '7.43 N/cmZ; FAHI, 0.0318; 
H, 0.0014 g H#/g dry air 
.K . w c w  
-.969 421. 53277. e. 8 5 .  0 .  - 0 2 6 7  1399. 8.92 
-.868 1 4 5 .  6 5  1#7. 5 .  98. 0. - 0 3 2 7  1520. 9.47 
-.766 1 8 1 .  7 6 9 9 9  10. 109. 0 .  - 0 3 8 9  1 6 8 2  9 - 2 2  
-.765 146 69193. IO. 108. 0. - 0 3 9 8  1576. 9.30 
-.664 136. 69994.  3. 106. 0. - 0 3 5 2  1 5 9 0 - 9.45 
-.669 137. 70092.  3. 106. 0. - 0 3 5 2  1590. 9.39 
-.561 229. 6 7 5 3 4  5. 101. 0. .0340 1567. 9.25 
-e460 96C. 61208.  59. 81. 0. - 0 3 1 1  1508. 9.37 
-.35(i 2100. 60736.  293. 65. 0. - 0 3 1 6  1516. 9 - 2 3  
-.IS2 6293. 4 3596. 7547. 9. 0. .0288 1345. 9.09 
-.os0 6396. 39146. 9855. 6. 0. .0278 1290. 9.00 
- 0 5 2  4920. 35328. 10479. 6. 0. .0254 1234. 9.04 
.I55 5430 44203.  6026. 6. 0. - 0 2 7 9  1361. 9 .08 
- 2 5 7  3042. 59240.  826. 29. 0. - 0 3 1 6  1534. 9 - 0 7  
,359 614. 72814. 30. 84. 0 .  - 0 3 6 9  1686.  9.14 
- 4 6  I 304. 83541. 3. 104. 0 .  .E422 1805. 9.26 
.563 350. 88323.  2. 116. 0. .0449 1842 .  9.19 
.66S 335. 86472.  2. 116. 0. - 0 4 3 9  1801. 9.14 
.767 282. 83277. 2. 111. 0. .0422 1746.  9.15 
.R69 215. 76220. 2. 100. 0. - 0 3 8 5  1690. 9.25 
.973 253. 51492.  2. 77. 0. .@257 1 4 2 4 .  9.12 
1.022 251. 40727. 3. 72. 0. . 0 2 0 3  1250. 8.39 
P V E R A G E  808.  68182.  507. 90. 90. ,0349 1588 .  9.14 
E 1  F A R 8  23.21 3078. 7.30 4.24 4.24 
E l  F A H I  25.32 3358. 7.96 4.63 4.63 
R / R 8  COPPU COZPPU HCPPM NOPPU u o x w n  F 1 R 8  T T ~  P T ~  
(c) Intermediate afterburning power; TT2, 463 K; PT2, 7 . 5 0  N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0375; 
H ,  0.0030 g H20/g dry air 
R / R P  town CQZPPH HCPPn NOPPM uoxPPn F A R 6  T i 8  , K  PT8 .N/Cff2 
-1.039 290 42861. 9. 69. 69. .0214 1165. 8 -27 
-.940 233. 68472. 10. 89. 102. .0345 1581.  9.13 
-.a40 298. 80026.  9. 105.  118. .0405 1769.  9.35 
-.740 399. 86403.  9. 111. 125. ,0439 1867.  9.23 
-.642 949. 90225.  9. 118. 136. .0460 1913. 9.17 
- . 5 4 4  386 87473.  8. 1 1 0 .  126. .0445 1891,  9 - 2 7  
- . 4 4 4  288. 80474.  8. 95.  110.  .0408 1809. 9 - 2 2  
-.34E. 439. 74648.  13. 81. 9 6  .0378 1735. 9 . I 2  - - 2 4  7 1482. 69960.  167. 57. 84 .  - 0 3 6 0  1676.  a .89 
-.I47 3528. 64718. 1018. 24. 63. - 0 3 4 8  1 6 0 8  8.73 
-.a49 5617. 58966.  2955. 12. 43. .0340 1554.  8.78 
,04 9 6708. 56328. 4401. 11. 30. .0340 1513.  8.85 
.I4 8 5623. 61097.  2634. 13. 39. e 0 3 4 9  1572. 8.92 
. 2 4 7  2410. 70991.  393. 47. 77. .0372 1695. a .as 
.345 520. 79250. 46. 85. i o 2  .a403 1794. 8.93 
.995  405. 87678. 22. 104. 121.  - 0 4 4 6  1887. 9.26 
.54 3 479. 92403.  18. 117. 135. - 0 4 7 2  1946. 9.32 
.64 1 505. 93096 16. 121. 137. .0476 1928. 9.33 
- 7 4 0  483. 91607. 15. 120. 136. - 0 4 6 8  1913.  9.35 
. O Q P  455. 9 0657. 14. 116. 133. .I3462 1910.  9.31 
.938 405. 68509.  13. 87. 109. . 0 3 4 t  1725.  9 - 2 9  
1.035 295. 39966. 16. 65. 80. .0199 1143. 8.69 
I Y E R b G E  633. 77683. 113. 96 .  112.  - 0 3 9 5  1 7 4 4 .  9 .a4 
E1 F A R 8  16.13 3108. I .45 4.00 Y.66 




TABLE B-IV. - Concluded. 
(d) Intermediate afterburning power; TT2, 463 K; PT2, 7 .48  N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0409; 
H, 0.0030 g H20/g dry air 
-1 .Ol! 306 .  5 1 2 9 3 .  19. 78. 89. e 0 2 5 7  1301. 8.35 
-.923 355 .  7 7 1 2 1  1 6  1 0 5 .  117. -0390 1719. 9.10 
- . a 2 4  436. 8 7 1 5 2 .  14. 122.  136 .  . 0 4 4 4  1 8 8 8 .  9.24 
- .730  5 4 0 .  9 3035.  14 .  130.  143 .  , 0 4 7 5  1 9 6 5 .  9.34 
- . 4 3 7  347.  8 3 7 0 2 .  13. 104. 114 .  - 0 4 2 5  1 8 5 6 .  9.15 
-.339 418 .  7 9 1 2 4 .  15. 91. 100. . 0 4 0 1  1 7 8 8 .  8.95 
- .24c 651 .  8 0 2 3 8 .  36. 81 .  95.  . 0 4 0 8  1 8 11. 8.81 
- . 1 4 7  1 4 5 8 .  7 6 8 4 3 .  167.  61.  85. e 0 3 9 6  1 7 5 8 .  8.72 
- .E50 2522 .  7 9 1 4 1 .  393. 45.  14. - 0 3 8 9  1 7 2 8 .  8.73 
. C Y  7 2933 .  7 2 5 6 3 .  6C6. 37. 68.  - 0 3 8 4  1 7 0 2 .  8 - 7 6  
.I44 2 332.  7 5 3 6 4 .  302. 49.  78.  .0393 1 7 4 2 .  8.79 
.242  904 .  8 1 0 2 0 .  50. 80. 97. . 0 4 1 4  1 8 2 3 .  8.84 
.33P 442 .  8 8 1 5 2 .  17. 103. 116 .  .0449 1 9 0 4 .  8 -90 
. 4 3 �  490 .  9 5 7 3 9 .  14. 123 .  139 .  - 0 4 9 0  1 9 9 5 .  9.13 
. < 3 ]  564.  1 0 1 2 0 1 .  14. 140 .  155 .  .OS19 2 0 4 1 .  9 .15 
- 6 2  P 671 .  1 0 1 2 7 0 .  15. 141 .  158 .  - 0 5 2 0  2 0 2 3 .  9.41 
.72 6 662 .  1 0 0 2 8 3 .  16. 139 .  153 .  . I3515 2 0 0 6 .  9.04 .E2 1 658 .  1 0 0 1 5 5 .  17. 1 3 6 .  149 .  . 0 5 1 4  2 0 1 6 .  9.01 
. Q 1 0  6 0 2 .  8 3 3 2 0 .  18. 109. 124 .  . 0 4 2 4  1 8 9 4 .  8.98 
1 . 0 1 7  356 .  4 5 0 0 5 .  21. 7 5 .  83. - 0 2 2 5  1 3 9 6 .  8 . 6 7  
L V E  h A G F  C67. e 5 2 7 6 .  28. 112 .  1 2 6 .  - 0 4 3 5  1 8 5 3 .  8.99 
TI F b F c l  13 .19  3 1 1 6 .  .32 4.29 4 . 8 1  
FI FAH’I 13.97 3300 .  .34 4.55 5.09 
E / R C  COPPfl C02PPM HCPPH NOPPH NOrPPfl F 1 R 8  118 ,n PTB ,w cn2  
(e )  Maximum afterburning power; TT2, 462 K; PT2, 7.44 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0526; 
H. 0.0030 g H20/g dry air 
F / R O  COPPM CO2PPH HCPPH NOPPH NOXPPH F A R 8  T T 8 . K  PT8.NlCW2 
-1 . C I  0 8 0 9 .  60i181. 34. 81.  9 3 .  - 0  3 0 4  1 4 4 5 .  8 .18  
- . f 7 1  9 7 9 .  ? 9 C 2 8 .  34. 99 .  113 .  .0404 1 7 7 6 .  8.44 
-.par 1 2 9 2 .  1 0 7 9 6 7 .  30. 141 .  148 .  .OS60 2 1 1 4 .  8.87 
- . 7 e p  1 2 e 9 .  111 3 8 4 .  26. 150 .  159 .  - 0 5 7 9  2150. 9.08 
- .e96 1 4 6 7 .  1 1  3 6 6 3 .  21. 155 .  169. .OS92 2 1 6 5 .  9.07 
- q C l i  1 4 1 4 .  1 1 3 3 3 3 .  18.  159 .  1 7 2 .  .OS90 2 1 6 2 .  9 -07 
- . u z r  107P.  l l C 2 9 2 .  1 9 .  1 4 6 .  1 5 7 .  - 0 5 7 1  2 1 5 5 .  8 .82 
- . ‘ 27  957 .  105459. 20.  1 2 6 .  143. - 0 5 4 5  2 1 4 2 .  8 - 5 9  
- . ? ? ?  P99 .  1 0 2 9 0 6 .  2cl. 114 .  1 2 8 .  - 0 5 3 0  2 1 1 9 .  8.35- .1 4 7  $ 3 8 .  1 c 0 9 3 c .  21. 1 0 5 .  1 1 9 .  . E 5 2 0  2 0 9 2 .  8.12 
- . “ 5 ^  5 5 1 .  10 ’ )345.  24. 99 .  115 .  - 0 5 1 5  2 0 9 0 .  8.22 
.r47 1 G C 5 .  1 3 0 3 3 5 .  2‘.  99 .  116 .  .OS17 2 1 0 6 .  8.16 
. I 3 4  l ? 6 5 .  1 0 4  3 5 7 .  25. 1 1 3 .  1 2 7 .  . 0 5 3 9  2 1 4 4 .  8 .11 
. 7 2  F 1 I E 2 .  109320.  22.  134 .  151 .  , 0 5 6 7  2 2 0 2 .  8.37 
.72  r 1 4 7 7 .  1 1 3 9 9 7 .  21. 156 .  1 7 0 .  . 0 5 9 4  2 2 2 8 .  8 - 6 2  
. a i  I i 1 4 R .  1 1 6 7 0 7 .  16. 172 .  1 8 2 .  - 0 6 1 3  2 2 2 7 .  8.67 
- 5 0  3 3 2 5 9 .  1 1 6 8 9 4 .  13. 182.  198 .  - 0 6 2 0  2 2 1 2 .  9.01 
.596  4 6 3 5 .  1 1 9 7 5 4 .  8. 1 6 9 .  1 7 3 .  .Ob44 2 2 0 6 .  9.17 
. G A P  3890 .  1 1 9 9 4 3 .  8. 1 6 2 .  1 6 6 .  - 0 6 4 0  2 1 8 2 .  8 - 9 2  
.77R 4co4.  1 2 F 2 8 9 .  10. 178.  178 .  - 0 6 4 3  2 1 8 6 .  8.86 
.?7; 2 ~ 6 0 .  1 1 6 2 3 0 .  10. 172.  172 .  - 0 6 0 9  2 1 8 3 .  8.77 
P V F R l G F  i O l l .  1 0 9 2 6 6 .  20. 1 4 8 .  158 .  - 0 5 7 1  2 1 1 8 .  8 e82 
E 1  F d R R  36.09 3080. . I 8  4.38 4.66 
E l  FAHT 3 8  -90  7 3 2 1 .  . I 9  4.72 5 . 0 2  
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TABLE B-V. - ENGINE INLET TEST CONDITIONSAND EXHAUST PROFILE DATA FOR 
CONDITION 5 (MACH 2.8, 19.8 km), ENGINE B 
(a) Military (nonafterburning) power; TT2, 557 K;.PT2, 13.30 N/cm2;,FAHI, 0.0121; 
H,  0.0036 g H20/g dry air 
R / R 8  CvPPn CVZPPM HCPPn NOPPH NVXPPH FAR8 rra .K PT8 ,N/CHZ 
-.997 20. 29761. 5. 133. 134. .0122 959. 12.93 
-e936 19. 26592. 4. 145. 1 4 5 .  - 0 1 3 1  9 8 2  13.52 
- e 7 6 1  31. 28627.  4. 159. 159. . 0 1 4 1  1011. 13.88 
- e 5 8 2  33. 28865. 9. 164. 164. - 0 1 4 2  1021. 13.87 
-.403 29. 2 7 6 2 0  4. 158. 158. - 0 1 3 6  1022. 13.76 
-.227 33. 25618.  4. 146. 146. - 0 1 2 6  1007. 13.64 
-e0513 3 0  24230. 4. 137. 137. - 0 1 1 9  996.  13.55 
. l Z P  33. 2 4 5 4 8 .  4. 137. 131. .0121 999.  13.56 
.30 5 30. 25935. 9. 141. 141.  - 0 1 2 7  1006. 13.56 
. 9 8 2  33. 27402. 4 .  146. 146. - 0 1 3 5  1009. 13.64 
* t 6 3  32. 28573.  3. 1 4 8 .  148. .0141 1014. 13.85 
.a39 38. 28787.  3. 146. 146. . 0 1 4 2  1007. 13.58 
.s57  4 1 .  27129. 3. 136. 136. - 0 1 3 3  974.  13.53 
b U f R A E E  31. 27619.  4. 149. 149. ,0136 1005. 13.65 
E l  F A R P  2.26 3134. . I 4  17.72 11.73 
F I  F A H I  2.53 3510. -16  19.85 19.85 
n 
(b) Minimum afterburning power; TT2, 555 K; PT2, 13.31 N/cm'; FAHI, 0.0292; 
H ,  0.0036 g H20/g dry air 
A / R P  COPPH COZPPH HCPPM NOPPY NOXPPfl F A R  8 
-1 . 0 1 1  503. 38020. 6. 99. 116. .0190 12 30. 12.01 
-.959 332. 49300.  6. 123. 136. - 0 2 4 6  1380. 12.93 
-.P5P 103.  63457.  7. 156. 168. - 0 3 1 8  1 5 8 5 .  13.28 
-.75P 94. 69787.  7. 169. 184. . 0 3 5 1  1681.  13.43 
-.654 97. 74213. 8. 178. 189. - 0 3 7 4  1745. 13.25 
- . 5 5 6  93. 73561.  9. 175. 188. - 0 3 7 0  1745. 13.33 
-.454 117. 67858.  I @ .  160. 171. - 0 3 4 1  1692.  1 3  - 2 2  
-.35I 359. 60925.  17. 135. 153. 0306 1603. 13.31 
- . 2 5 1  1286.- 55996.  125. 102.  1 3 6  * .0286 1529.  12.77 -.I51 3 O C  1 51138. 596. 62. 109. ,0273 1473.  12.80 
-.!I53 4072. 47737.  1009. 47. 96. - 0 2 6 3  1430.  12.75 
.050 4120.  47358. 960. 49. 95. - 0 2 6 1  1408. 12 -79  
.15? 3123. 50379.  390. 74. 108. - 0 2 6 9  1468.  12 -84 
.254 1080. 5 7 0 1  7. 70. 111. 133. -0290 1556. 12 -86 
- 3 5 2  263. 62091.  7. 135. 146. - 0 3 2 2  1644.  1 2  - 9 0  
.453 97. 71879. 5. 154 .  164. .0362 1741.  13.13 
, 5 5 6  103. 7 7 5 3 1  6. 169. 175. - 0 3 9 1  1814. 13.08 
.b58  106. 77705. 6. 174. 180. .0392 1813. 13.14 
.758 97. 75771. 6. 171. 1 7 6  - 0 3 8 2  1764.  13.48 
.a59 82. 69895.  6. 160.  166.  -0351 1696.  1 2 - 9 6  
.959 1 9 0 .  50063. 5. 118. 127. e0250 1447. 13.12 
1 .DO8 236. 38434. 5. 101. 1 0 9  - 0 1 9 1  1 2 9 8 .  12 -25 
CUERI6E 344. 64545.  38. 117. 159. ,0325 1625. 13.04 
�1 F A R 8  10.59 3119. .58 7.42 8-05 
E1 F l H l  11.71 3450. - 6 9  8.21 8 - 9 1  
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TABLE B-V. - Continued. 
(c) Intermediate afterburning power; TT2, 554 K; PT2, 13.37 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0357; 
H,  0.0036 g H20/g dry air 
F / R R  COPPU C02PPU HCPPH NOPPH NOLPPU F A R 8  TT8.K PT8 ,N/CM2 
-1 .o 1p 220 .  4 3 2 9 0 .  6. 109. 116 .  - 0 2 1 5  1 2 7 6 .  11- 6 7  
-.92!’ 1 3 2 .  6 9 7 4 6 .  6. 151 .  158. - 0 3 5 1  1 6 7 2 .  1 3  - 0 2  
- . e 2 1  141 .  8 0 8 9 3 .  6. 179. 188. .ON09 1 8 7 7 .  13.07 
- .729  172 .  8 5 8 7 1 .  6. 195. 207 .  - 0 4 3 5  1 9 6 9 .  13.16 
- .631  179. 8 9 8 2 8 .  6 .  208 .  22G. - 0 4 5 6  2 0 2 4 .  13.14 
- . 5 3 3  159. 8 7 6 9 5  6. 198 .  2 0 3 .  . 0 4 4 5  1 9 9 5 .  13.20 
- . 4 3 t  1 0 6 .  7 7 0 3 9 .  5. 170 .  177 .  - 0 3 8 9  1 8 9 6  13-10 
-.34r: 124 .  7 1 6 6 0 .  5. 145 .  154. - 0 3 6 1  1 1 1 2 .  12.93 
- .243  2 3 5 .  6 8 6 8 9 .  6. 123 .  141 .  - 0 3 4 6  1 7 3 5 .  1 2  a67 
- a 1 4 7  609 .  6 6  322.  36. 81. 128 .  , 0 3 3 6  1 6 9 1 .  1 2  .YO 
-.G51 1 2 4 8 .  6 3 7 3 8 .  115 .  41. 119. - 0 3 2 6  1 6 9 6  12.35 
,047 1 5 7 6 .  6 3 2 2 4 .  193,  2 6  115 .  - 0 3 2 6  1 6 3 0 .  12.30 
, 1 4 4  1 0 9 4 .  6 6 4 3 3 .  105 .  49.  1 2 8 .  - 0 3 3 9  1 6 8 0 .  1 2  * 2 5  
. 2 3 $  334 .  7 1 7 8 4 .  21. 111. 145. - 0 3 6 2  1 7 7 9 .  1 2  - 4 3  
.335 1 3 5 .  7 8 2 1 1 .  9. 145 .  160 .  - 0 3 9 5  1 8 5 4 .  1 2  - 6 6  
. 4 3 2  135 .  8 3 9 9 3 .  8. 169 .  185. - 0 4 2 5  1 9 3 2 .  12.85 
.52E 158 .  0 9 4 6 8 .  7. 191. 205 .  . I3454 2 0 0 2 .  13.06 
.r23n 1 6 0 .  8 9 3 5 9 .  7 .  192 .  2 0 4 .  e0454 1 9 9 8 .  13.16 
. t 2 t  176 .  8 9 8 4 9 .  6. 2 0 0 .  2 1 2 .  - 0 4 5 6  1 9 9 8 .  13 .08  
.72? 169 .  8 8 5 6 3 .  6. 197 .  2 0 9 .  -045C 1 9 6 0 .  13.02 
.PIS 158 .  8 6 7 0 0 .  6. 190 .  203 .  .044G 1 9 3 5 .  12.94 
. C Y ?  1 6 8 .  7034G.  5. . 1 5 1 .  1 6 8 .  - 0 3 5 9  1 7 7 5 .  1 2  - 9 4  
1 .e1 3 1 9 0 .  3 9 4 0 4 .  6 .  1 0 2 .  117. - 0 1 9 6  1 5 3 0 .  1 2 . 4 2  
l V E F P G F  1 9 6 .  7 6 6 3 7 .  ll?. 1 6 4 .  1 7 8 .  . a 3 8 8  1 8 3 1 .  1 2 . e 1  
r I  F P R *  5 .08  7 1 2 9 .  .12 7 - 0 0  1.59 
E 1  FAH! 5.49 ’1387. . I 3  7.58 8.22 
(d) Intermediate afterburning power; TT2, 552 K; PT2, 1 3 . 3 5  N/cm2; FAHI, 0 .0393;  
H ,  0 .0036  g H20/g dry air 
6 / R P  :oPPM CO2PPM HCPPfl YOPPM NOXPPM F A R b  T T 8 , K  PT8 ,N /CM2 
- . $99  7 2 1 .  5 2 7 3 1 .  1. 1 1 9 .  1 2 7 .  . @ 2 6 3  1 4 2 2 .  11- 7 4  
-.90= 1 8 1 .  79588. 1. 165 .  1 7 8 .  . 0 4 0 2  1 8 4 0 .  12.95 
- . P I 1  193 .  8 8 7 0 2 .  6. 189 .  L 0 4 .  .0450 1 9 9 3 .  13.14 
-.?IC. 2 1 0 .  9 2 4 0 9 .  6. 2 0 3 .  2 1 8 .  , 0 4 7 0  2 0 6 5 .  13.13 
-.e.?” 7 7 6 .  9 5 1 4 9 .  6 .  2 1 4 .  2 2 8 .  ,0485 2 1 1 1 .  13.15-.q >  ll 1 8 8 .  9 2 2 9 7 .  5. 1 9 9 .  2 1 7 .  .04 7 0  2 0 6 2 .  13 .05  
- . 0 5  5 1 4 8 .  P 6 l t 3 .  5. 1 7 4 .  193 .  .Oh37 1 9 9 1 .  12.97 
-.Z37 1 3 3 .  8 0 6 3 2 .  5. 148.  1 6 6 .  .0408 1 9 3 2 .  12.86 
- . 2 3 Q  152 .  7 7 5 9 8 .  5. 1 3 2 .  1 4 9 .  . 0 3 9 1  1 8 9 8 .  1 2  - 4 3  
- . I 4 6  191 .  7 5 2 7 4 .  5. 121 .  1 3 9 .  , 0 3 8 0  1 8 5 4 .  12.37 
- . C Y  Q 243 .  7 3 8 4 1 .  8. 116 .  1 3 2 .  . 0 3 7 3  1 8 2 6 .  12.18 
.c4  7 3c3 .  7 2 8 6 7 .  10. 115 .  1 3 1  - 0 3 6 8  1 8 1 4 .  12.18 
.13F 274 .  7 5 0 5 6 .  9. 1 1 9 .  1 3 7 .  . 0 3 ? 9  1 8 4 3 .  12.19 
.14” 122. 1 6 2 7 3 .  3. 135 .  146.  . 0385  1 9 0 0 .  12.25 
.23e  198 .  8 2 2 6 8 .  3. 150. 160 .  - 0 9 1 6  1 9 6 7 .  12.56 
. 4 2 f  178 .  9 0 3 6 5 .  3. 190 203 .  , 0 9 5 9  2 0 6 1 .  12.84 
. * I  Q 209.  9 2 4 0 1 .  3. 2 0 4 .  221 .  - 0 4 7 0  2 0 8 4 .  13.15 
.e15  2 2 1 .  9 2 8 5 0 .  3. 213 .  2 2 8 .  , 0 4 7 3  2 0 7 7 .  13.10 
.?It 2 1 7 .  9 2 0 3 2 .  3. 211. 228 .  - 0 4 6 8  209 1. 13.08 
l V r f i A G r  192 .  8 5 4 0 7 .  5. 180 .  199 .  . 0 9 3 3  1 9 6 4 - 12.92 
E l  F A R P  4.49 3 1 3 1  - 0 6  6.90 7.95 
E 1  F P H J  4.92 3433 .  07 1.56 8 - 1 7  
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TABLE B-V. - Concluded. 
(e) Maximum afterburning power; TT2, 555 K; PT2, 13.32 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0513; 
H, 0.0033 g H20/g dry air 
R/RI COPPM COZPP?! HCPPH NOPPM NOXPPH F A R 8  
-1 -036 480.  45163. 5. 87. 98. -0226 1292. 10 a60 
-e946 483. 86053. 6 .  139. 1r8. .0438 1955. 11-64 
-e857 674. 107936 6. 181. 194.  .OS56 2179. 12.12 
-a767 1035. I 12839. 6 .  194. 207. . O S 8 5  2 2 1 1 .  12  32 
-9677 1761. 115722. 5. 206 217. -0605 2244. 12-32 
- .sa5 2122. 116694. 4. 214. 2 2 1 .  -0612 222.7. 12 .32  
-.49n 945. 113084. 4. 202. 211. .OS86 2198. 12.43 
- .409 549. ioa9a4. 9. 196. 210. -0561 2206 12 e 5 2  
-.317 596. 109798. 3. 196. 213. e0566 2 2 0 8 .  12.57 
- . 2 2 8  785. 112069- 3. 210. 223. -0579 2237. 1 2  -46 
-.I39 612. 109064. 3. 200. 212. -0562 2196. 12.51 
- .048 366. 102007 3. 184. 195. .OS23 2165. 12.27 
.or0 274. 97199. 3. 166 180. -0496 2129. 12.43 
-130 356 101984. 3. 172. 185. .0522 2171. 12.56 
. 2 1 a  601 109230. 3. 186. 202. -0563 2223. 12.43 
.3oa 1220. 114814. 3. 198. 210. -0597 2234. 12.44 
-398 2251. 117352. 3. 212. 220. -0617 2250. 12 -34 
.@a7 3378. 118259. 3. 2 2 0 .  220. -0628 2 2 5 9 .  12.37 
.577 4659. 118015. 3. 254. 254. -0634 2240. 12.39 
.66F 3971 117265. 3. 247. 247. a0626 2232. 12 -36 
.757 3229. 117992. 3. 238. 247. ,0626 2247 .  12-17 
.Re5 2566 117538- 2. 231. 237. . 0 6 2 0  2283. 12  .20 
,934 653. 84434. 3. 154. 168. -0430 2056. 12 .08  
.98C 623. 59233. 3. 11 7 .  128. .0299 1760. 11.05 
I V E R A G E  1695. 105577. 4 .  195. 209. . o s 4 9  2140. 1 2  - 0 5  
�1 FAR8 31.55 3088. .04 5.96 6.24 
E l  FAHY 33.60 3288 .04 6.34 6 . 6 5  
TABLE B-VI. - ENGINE INLET TEST CONDITIONS AND EXHAUST PROFILE DATA FOR 
CONDITION 6 (MACH 2.8,  22.0 km), ENGINE B 
(a) Military (nonafterburning) power: TT2, 560 K; PT2, 9. 52 N/cm2; 
H, 0.0109 g HzO/g dry air 
RIR8 COPPM CO2PPU HCPPM Hewn NOXPPM F A R a  
-.998 18. 26346. 8. 116. 116- -0129 
-.938 1 8 .  26522 7. 124. 124. a0130 
-.762 1 5 .  28493. 6. 137. 137. .o leo  
-.sa3 12. 28953. 6. 143. 143. . 0 1 4 2  
-.e04 32. 27660. 6. 139. 139. -0136 
- .228 17. 25659. 5. 129. 129. a0126 
-.OS2 17. 29306. 5. 120. 120. e0119 
.I27 23. 24651.- 5. 120. 120. . 0 1 2 1  -305 17. 26239 5. 125. 125. e0129 
.985 25. 27638. 5. 131. 151. -0136 
-662 23. 28318. 5. 130. 130. -0139 
.a42 24. 28754. 5. 127. 128. .OB41 
.958 29. 27122. 5.  118. 121. -0133 
I V E A A 6 E  21. 27663. 5. 130. 131. -0136 
�1 F 6 R B  1.49 3 1 3 5 .  -20 15.b6 15.49 
�1 F A H I  1.66 3501 e22 17.26 12.30 
FAHI, 0.0121; 


























TABLE B-VI. - Continued. 
(b) Minimum afterburning power; TT2, 555 K, PT2, 9.52 N/cm 2;FAHI, 0.0295; 
H, 0.0109 g H20/g dry air 
R / R A  COPPM COZPPM HCPPPI NOPPU NOXPPU FARB 118.K P T I  .l/C112 
-1 .022 2702.  3 4 6 4 5 .  212. 5 4 .  9 1 .  .0186 1152. 8.71 
- .969 1755.  4 5 0 2 7 .  41. 87 .  112. - 0 2 3 2  1 2 7 7 .  9.22 
-.E67 289.  5 8  227.  12. 121.  136.  - 0 2 9 2  1453. 9 -50 
-a768 150. 6 4 4 1 4 .  14. 133. 146.  - 0 3 2 3  1546. 9.57 
- .665 1 2 2 .  6 8 0 9 5 .  17. 139.  154.  - 0 3 4 2  1 5 9 1 .  9 . 3 8  
- . s o 1  127.  6 7 2 3 5 .  20. 138.  1 5 2 .  . 0 3 3 8  1 5 8 8 .  9.34 
- . 4 6 0  254 6 2 3 5 3 .  31. 124. 141.  - 0 3 1 3  1.544. 9 - 4 2  
- .357 996.  5 7 1 0 9 .  113.  9 9 .  123.  .O290 1491.  9.39 
- .254 3137.  5 2 0 8 0 .  720.  4 9 .  9 0  - 0 2 7 9  1 4 3 4  9 .OS 
- . 1 5 4  5 2 7 6 .  4 4 8 0 4 .  3342.  23. 74 .  . 0 2 6 7  1 3 4 3 .  9 . 0 7  
-.OS2 5 9 0 8  3 5 8 3 5 .  9 2 4 2 .  1 7 .  6 1 .  - 0 2 5 5  1 2 6 1 .  9 .13  
. 0 5 1  5155.  3 1 7 7 6 .  1 1 5 0 4 .  16 5 6 .  . 0 2 4 2  1 2 0 9 .  9 .13  
, 1 5 2  5487.  37629 7 0 8 1  19.  6 6 .  . 0 2 5 1  1289.  9 .13 
- 2 5 5  3464.  5 2 0 2 0 .  1016.  46 .  9 0  . 0 2 8 2  1 4 5 5 .  9.15 
.36 0 6 6 8  m 6 6 5 8 1 .  36. 1 0 9 .  132.  . 0 3 3 7  1 6 0 2 .  9 - 2 9  
- 4 6 2  2 1 0 .  7 7 6 8 1 .  5. 136.  154.  . 0 3 9 2  1 7 2 9 .  9.44 
.56 I 234.  8 3 6 3 7 .  5.  147.  166.  . 0 4 2 4  1 7 9 0 .  9.45 .t 6  5 244.  8 3 0 4 6 .  5. 149.  1 6 5 .  . 0 4 2 1  1 7 7 2 .  9 .38  
- 7 6 8  217.  8 0 3 4 9 .  5. 143.  158.  .0406 1 7 3 0 .  9 .36  
- 8 6 9  180.  7 4 8 3 1 .  5. 1 3 2 .  1 4 5 .  - 0 3 7 7  1 6 7 5 .  9 .29  
.973 2 1 8 .  5 1 2 0 5 .  5. 9 9 .  110. - 0 2 5 6  1 4 4 3 .  9 . 3 1  
1 . 0 2 5  2 1 8 .  3 7 9 3 6 .  6 .  87.  9 5 .  . 0 1 8 8  1 2 8 0 .  8 .75 
bVERAGt 8 2 3 .  6 3 0 6 9 .  355.  1 1 4 .  1 3 4 .  .0322 1 5 4 0 .  9 - 2 7  
E 1  FARP 2 5 . 5 9  3080.  5 . 5 3  5.83 b.82 
E 1  FAHI 2 7 . 8 2  3 3 4 9 .  6 a01 6 . 3 4  7 . 4 2  
(c) Intermediate afterburning power; TT2, 553 K; PT2, 9.43 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0351; 
H, 0.0109 g H20/g dry air 
R l R q  C O P P M  COZPPM HCPPU NOPPM NOXPPfl F A R 8  T T ~  PTB , w c w,K 
- 1  	.O3t  721 * 3 5 9 0 9 .  14. 9 5 .  1 0 1 .  . 0 1 8 1  1 1 7 7 .  8 .46 
- .F3R 297.  5 8 5 4 6 .  10. 120.  135.  . 0 2 9 4  1 4 9 5 .  9 . 9 1  
- . P 3 9  207.  7 0 6 4 3 .  9. 1 4 1 .  1 5 8 .  , 0 3 5 6  1 6 5 6 .  9 .37  
- . 7 3 9  246.  7 7 7 9 1 .  9 .  1 5 2 .  1 7 0 .  .I3393 1 7 5 5 .  9 .43 
- . E 4 7  2 6 0  s 8 1 5 2 6 .  8. 156.  177.  - 0 4 1 3  1 8 0 5 .  9 . 4 7  
- . 5 4  2 2 2 3 .  7064O. 8. 149.  1 6 9 .  . 0 4 0 3  1 7 8 6 .  9.39 
-.444 I P 3 .  7 4 6 9 0 .  7. 135.  1 5 4 .  - 0 3 7 7  1725.  9 .17  
- . 3 4 '  2 6 2 .  6 9 9 7 7 .  7. 1 1 8 .  1 3 8 .  . 0 3 5 3  1 6 7 4 .  8 '92  
- . 2 4 7  6 6 0 - 6 7 2 3 7 .  29. 9 9 .  1 2 4 .  . 0 3 4 1  1 6 3 9 .  8 .78  
-.IS? 2 c 9 7 .  6 2 8 3 5 .  323. 6 4 .  1 0 1 .  . 0 3 2 7  1 5 8 9 .  8 .88 
- . o s 1  4 ~ 7 0 .  5 4 0 7 3 .  2 1 5 4 .  25. 7 4 .  - 0 3 0 6  1 4 9 0 .  8 .93  
.P47 6 7 7 5 .  4 6 5 1 1 .  4 9 8 6 .  1 8 .  6 2 .  . 0 2 9 2  1408. 9.02  
a 1 4 7  5 7 6 4 .  5 0 2 3 7 .  3106.  2 2 .  7 4 .  - 0 2 9 6  1 4 6 5 .  9 . 1 1  
. Z 4 h  2263.  6 3 3 2 3 .  375.  6 8  110. - 0 3 3 1  1 6 2 1 .  9 . 1 3  
.144 47Q. 7 6 7 9 9 .  38. 1 2 6 .  150.  .O 389 1 7 7 3 .  9 . I 3  
. e 4 3  349.  8 8 2 6 1 .  23.  1 5 4 .  1 7 8 .  - 0 4 4 9  1 9 0 7 .  9 .35 
. 5 4 2  409.  94 7 3 0 .  17. 173.  195.  .!I484 1980.  9.47 
. 6 3 9  457.  9 5 0 0 7 .  14. 172.  1 9 6 .  - 0 4 8 6  1 9 6 9 .  9.49 
. 7 3 7  439.  9 2 5 1 2 .  13. 1 6 7 .  191.  - 0 4 7 2  1930.  9 .37 
.e36 4 3 5 .  8 9 7 9 1 .  11. 1 5 6 .  181. . O b 5 8  1 9 1 2 .  8 .99  
.93q 386 71560.  9. 122.  1 4 6 .  - 0 3 6 1  1 7 6 0 .  8 .83  
1.032 2 6 8 .  38 370.  8. 85 .  105.  . 0 1 9 1  1 3 1 6 .  8 .64 
IVERAGE 560.  7 3 3 7 8 .  109.  1 3 3 .  1 5 4 .  e0372 1 7 1 0 .  9.10 
E X  F b R R  15.10 3 1 0 9 .  I .47 5 .89  6.84 





TABLE B-VI. - Concluded. 
(d) Intermediate afterburning power; TT2, 553 K; F'T2, 9.48 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0351; 
H, 0.0109 g H20/g dry air 
R/R8  COPPR C O 2 P P R  HCPPR NOPPR N O X P P R  F A R 8  118*K PTB * N / C R 2  
-1 - 0 5 9  351. 3 0 2 4 7 .  8. 72 90. -0150 9 7 2  7 . 1 5  
-I .oxo 4 3 4 .  4 6 1 3 7 .  7 .  8 9 .  110. e 0 2 3 1  1 3 3 4 .  a .47 
- . P I 4  234. 6 9 2 1 4 .  8. 1 2 0 .  141. e 0 3 4 8  1 6 7 2 .  9 e29 
- . a 1 9  2 9 5  7 8 9 4 5 .  8 .  138. 159. .0400 1 8 2 9 .  9 . 1 7  
- . 7 2 1  3 6 3 .  85695 .  9. 1 5 1 .  1 7 3 .  e 0 4 3 6  1 9 1 1 .  9 e29  
- . 6 2 6  3 7 4 .  8 9 5 2 0 .  10. 1 5 6 .  1 7 7 .  - 0 4 5 6  1 9 4 2 .  9 . 2 7  
- . 5 3 1  3 1 1 .  8 6  1 6 9 .  1 1 .  198. 1 7 0 .  .0938 1 9 1 0 .  9 . 3 1  
- . 9 3 4  290. 8 1 0 0 7 .  11.  131. 151. .OZfD 1 8 5 0 .  9 . 1 3  
- . 3 4 @  2 5 8 .  7 7 1 2 8 .  1 4 .  1 1 6 .  1 3 6 .  0 3 9 0  1 8 0 2 .  9 - 0 6  
- . 2 4 3  4 3 7 .  7 9 9 1  1. 29.  1 0 2 .  1 2 3 .  - 0 3 7 9  1 7 8 3 .  8 . 8 1  
- . I 4 6  1 1 9 1 .  7 1 5 3 2 .  1 3 9 .  8 1 .  1 1 2 .  - 0 3 6 6  1 7 3 5 .  8 . 5 9  
- . 0 4 4  3 1 3 3 .  6 3 9 4 3 .  7 e 5 .  4 6 .  9 0 .  - 0 3 4 1  1 6 5 6 .  8 . 7 3  
.045 5 1 0 2 .  5 7 7 7 9 .  1 9 5 1 .  2 5 .  7 6  . 0 3 2 6  1 5 7 4 .  8 . 7 5  
. I 9 3  4 2 8 4 .  6 0 4 7 6 .  1 2 0 3 .  3 4 .  8 2 .  - 0 3 3 1  1 6 1 0 .  8 . 7 7  
- 2 3 8  1 2 2 9 .  7 2 9 2 9 - 1 0 0 .  9 1 .  1 2 2 .  . 0 3 7 4  1 7 6 6 .  8 . 7 5  
. 3 3 3  4 5 2 .  8 5 2 5 1 .  7 .  1 3 4 .  1 5 9 .  .Ob34 1 9 1 3 .  9 . 0 1  
. 4 3 l  5 0 1 .  96 7 9 8 .  6 .  1 6 6 .  1 9 1 .  . 0 4 9 5  2 0 4 2 .  9 -02  
. 5 2 4  5 9 9 .  1 0 2 5 7 2 .  7 .  1 8 7 .  2 1 2 .  - 0 5 2 7  2 1 0 7 .  9 . 1 3  
- 6 2 1  6 3 2 .  1 0 3 7 7 5 .  a .  1 8 7 .  2 0 9 .  - 0 5 3 4  2 0 9 4 .  9 e28 
. 7 1 9  5 8 6 .  1 0 0 6 4 3 .  9 .  1 7 9 .  200.  - 0 5 1 6  2 0 5 8 .  9 . 2 8  
- 8 1 5  5 5 7 .  9 8 5 7 2 .  IO. 1 7 5 .  1 9 2 .  .OS05 2 0 4 7 .  9 . 1 3  
- 9 0 9  5 8 8 .  8 6 0 0 7 .  9. 1 4 9 .  1 6 3 .  - 0 4 3 8  1 9 4 1 .  9 . 2 0  
1 . 0 0 7  3 8 0 .  4 6 6 2 0 .  10. 1 0 2 .  1 0 7 .  . 0 2 3 3  1 4 8 2 .  8 - 9 2  
LYE R A 6 F  5 3 8 .  8 0 2 6 8 .  4 2 .  1 3 8 .  1 5 9 .  .0408 1 8 2 5 .  9 -01 
E 3  F A R 8  13 .28  3 1 1 5 .  52 5 . 5 9  6.44 
E l  F b H l  13.88 3 2 5 6 .  .54  5 . 8 4  6 . 7 3  
(e) Maximum afterburning power; TT2, 552 K; PT2, 9.50 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0516; 
H,  0.0109 g HzO/g dry air 
R / R P  COPPU CQZPPn HCPPU NOPPU uoxPPn F A R 8  T T 8 r K  PT8 9NICR2 
- 1 . 0 5 5  4 2 0 .  3 2 8 5 9 .  8.  7 7 .  8 5 .  - 0 1 6 4  1 1 2 0 .  7 - 6 4  
- . 9 6 5  7 1 1 .  7 4 2 7 0 .  6. 1 1 9 .  1 3 5 .  .OK77 1 7 7 6 .  8 . 4 8  
- . 8 7 3  8 2 8 .  1 0 0 4 0 5 .  6 .  1 6 2 .  1 7 9 .  - 0 5 1 7  2 1  1 7 .  a . 9 9  
- . 7 8 1  8 9 8 .  1 0 4 8 7 9 .  6 .  1 7 1 .  1 9 1 .  . o s 4 1  2 1 6 2 .  8 - 9 0  
- . 6 9 0  1 0 2 1 .  1 0 7 4 5 6 .  6 .  1 7 7 .  1 9 7 .  - 0 5 5 6  2 2 1 3 .  9.02 
- . 5 9 9  8 4 8 .  1 0 5 2 4 5 .  7 .  1 8 0 .  1 9 7 .  e 0 5 9 3  2 1 7 9 .  9 . 0 2  
- a 5 0 7  5 8 7 .  97 3 0 9 .  6 .  1 6 3 .  A83. , 0 4 9 9  2 1 0 4 .  9 - 2 3  
- . 4 1 3  426  9 1 0 9 1 .  5 .  1 5 0 .  171 - 0 4 6 4- 2 0 5 3 .  9 . 2 1  - e 3 2 5  4 5 3 .  9 3 1 7 3 .  5 .  151. 1 7 1 - @4 76 2 0 7 3 .  9 . 2 1  
- . 2 3 1  6 1 1  100799 5 .  1 6 8 .  1 9 0 .  .rI517 2 1 4 6 .  9 . 2 6  
-.I91 6 7 4  1 0 3 0 4 6 .  5 .  1 7 1 .  1 9 3 .  - 0 5 3 0  2 1 6 8 .  9 . 1 9  
- .05C 5 2 7 .  9 5 4 3 3 .  5 .  1 5 0 .  1 7 2 .  .0488 2 1 0 8 .  8 . 9 6  
-043 4 0 5 .  88 9 9 2 .  4 .  1 3 3 .  1 5 3 .  .I3453 2 0 3 8 .  9 . 0 1  
. I 3 2  5 3 6 .  9 5 0 8 8 .  4 .  1 4 2 .  1 6 3 .  .I3486 2 1 1 3 .  9 -04 
- 2 2 3  7 8 9 .  1 0 9 5 6 8 .  5 .  1 6 4 .  1 8 8 .  . c 5 3 9  2 1 9 8 .  9 -00 
.317 2 3 1 4 .  1 1 5 4 2 4 .  5. 1 9 2 .  2 1 3 .  .060& 2 2 7 7 .  9 -03 
- 4 0 5  8 2 2 7 .  1 1 6 2 8 9 .  5 .  2 0 6 .  2 1 9 .  . 0 6 9 6  2 2 5 9 .  9 . 1 1  
. 4 9 7  12033. 1 1 4 5 9 2 .  4 .  2 0 5 .  2 1 5 .  , 0 6 5 8  2 2 6 6 .  9 - 1 2  
- 5 9 0  1 2 2 4 8 .  1 1 9 4 4 2 .  4 .  1 9 7 .  2 0 3 .  - 0 6 5 9  2 2 6 6 .  9 . 2 6  
. 6 8 2  8 7 6 0 .  1 1 5 6 6 6  4 .  1 9 2 .  2 0 1 .  - 0 6 4 5  2 2 6 3 .  9 . 1 6  
. 7 7 3  8 2 4 8 .  1 1 5 3 3 1 .  4 .  1 8 7 .  197  .Ob91 2 2 7 2 .  8 . 9 3  
- 8 6 9  7550 1 1 5 2 8 3 .  9. 1 8 2 .  1 9 4 .  - 0 6 3 6  2 2 6 6 .  8 . 9 5  
- 9 5 6  1 2 2 3 .  8 2 7 4 5 .  4 .  1 2 2 .  1144. , 0 4 2 5  1 9 8 8 .  8 . 7 7  
r . m a  8 8 6 .  5 4 E 4 7 .  4 .  9 2  1 1 3 .  - 0 2 7 8  1 6 2 5 .  8 . 1 3  
I V E R I G E  3 5 5 9 .  9 8 2 6 0 .  5 .  1 6 3 .  1 7 8 .  . 0 5 2 1  2 0 8 2 .  8 . 8 5  
E1 F I R 8  6 9 . 7 9  3 0 2 8 .  -05  5 . 2 4  5 . 7 5  
E1 F I H 3  7 0 . 0 6  3 0 3 9  . 0 5  5 . 2 6  5 . 7 7  
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TABLE B-VII. - ENGINE INLET TEST CONDITIONS AND EXHAUST PROFILE DATA FOR 
CONDITION 7 (MACH 2.8 ,  2 3 . 5  km), ENGINE B 
(a) Military (nonafterburning) power; TT2, 554 K; PT2, 7 .50 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0125; 
H, 0.0091 g H20/g dry air 
R/RP COPPH CO2PPM HCPPM NOPPR NOXPPM F A R 8  T T 8 . K  PTB 111CM2 
-1.009 45. 24635.  6. 104. 104. . O l t l  928. 7.40 
-.94P 47. 2 6 4 0 1  6. 112. 112. .0130 946.  7 e 7 1  
- .768 55. 28482.  6. 124. 124. .0140 977.  7 -86  
-.587 57. 2 8 8 6 1 - 6. 128. 128. - 0 1 4 2  994.  i .7a 
-.‘IO7 56  27869.  6. 1 2 5 .  125.  - 0 1 3 7  995.  7.84 
-.?2P 60. 26118.  5. 116. 116.  .0128 985. 7.71 
- . o s 1  s4 . 2 4 7 6 4 .  5. 109.  109.  .0122 974.  7.59 
. I 2 9  59. 24846.  5. 107. 107. . I l l 2 2  976.  7.56 
. 3 9 1  5 8 .  2 6 5 3 3 .  S .  112. A l Z .  - 0 1 3 1  986.  7 .49 
, 4 8 9  63. 2 7850. 5 .  117.  117. .0137 994.  7 -66  
.C6” 67. 2P559.  5 .  117. 117. .0141 9 8 7 .  7 -65  
.e47 67. 213553. 5 .  113.  113.  . 0 1 4 1  977.  7 -68  
.q67 6 9  27151.  5. 106.  106.  - 0 1 3 4  954. 7.81 
b V E R P G F  59. 27672.  5. 117.  A l l .  - 0 1 3 6  977.  7.73 
E1 F d R Q  4.24 3130.  .20 13.86 13.06 
E l  F P H l  4.62 3413.  .22 15.11 15.11 
(b) Minimum afterburning power; TT2, 553 K; PT2, 7 . 4 8  N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0296;  
H ,  0 .0091 g H20/g dry air 
F / R Q  CCPPH C O Z P P M  HCPPM NOPPM NOXPPM F A R E  T T 8  ,N P T 8  ,N/CH2 
-1.015 1694.  38116.  2 5 .  7 0  88. . 0 1 9 7  1189.  6 - 8 0  
-.?I54 1C77 .  4P968. a. 87. 103.  - 0 2 4 9  1323.  7 -20 
- . e t 7  324. 67596.  7. 108.  120. - 0 3 1 5  1516.  7.37 
- a  7 6  2 739. 70303.  7. 120.  A30. .0355 1608.  7.97 
- .66!  375. 75A19.  8. 127.  139.  - 0 3 8 4  1655.  7 - 4 3  
- . 5 5 ”  371 .  75225.  9. 126.  A36. .0381 1661.  7.37 
-.45� 777. 6 S l 2 5 .  10. 114 .  125.  - 0 3 4 9  1 6 2 3 .  7.39 
- . 3 s 5  783.  6 1 7 6 0 .  23. 97.  113.  -0313 1554. 7.20 
-.254 1P119. 56057.  104. 7 5  * 97.  - 0 2 9 0  1 4 8 5 .  7.32 
-.I57 2636.  5 3 3 2 3 .  729. 60. 86.  . 0 2 8 0  1 4 4 8 .  7.08 
-.“El 2P11. 5 1 0 4 9 .  256.  59.  82 .  - 0 2 7 0  1417.  7.11 
. r 5 ?  2 5  38. SC328. 202.  6 3 - 85. - 0 2 6 4  1409. 7.18 
.152 1362.  5 3 5 2 8 .  58.  77.  93 .  - 0 2 7 4  1452.  7 -26  
.254 478. 6 1 0 6 8 .  10. 94. 105. - 0 3 0 8  1 5 4 5 .  7.18 
.355 298 7r)608 6. 109. 119. - 0 3 5 6  1651.  7.33 
. 4 5 p  9 0 2 .  e1395.  6. 126.  136.  - 0 9 1 3  1766.  7.45 
.559 497. e 5 6 4 2 .  6. 135.  1 4 5 .  - 0 4 3 6  1794.  7.46 
. 6 t P  427. 82661.  6. 132.  139.  . o w 0  1727.  7.34 
,764 333. 77274.  6. 1 2 5 .  132.  . 0 3 9 1  1651.  7.45 
s 96 5 250 .  71199.  6. 113.  120. - 0 3 5 9  1579.  7.39 
.465 332. 53523.  6 - 90. 95.  .0268 1391. 7 -30 
1.31P 385. 4n496.  6. 80. 82. .0202 1245.  6 -92 
I V F R A G F  576. 66841.  17. 109.  120.  .0338 1562.  7 -30 
E 1  F A R a  17.06 3110.  .25 5.30 5.83 
E 1  F A H I  19.35 352 7. 29 6 - 0 1  6.61 




TABLE B-M. - Continued. 
(c) Intermediate afterburning power; TT2, 552 K; PT2, 7.50 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0356; 
H,  0.0091 g H F / g  dry air 
R / R 8  COPPW C O Z P P U  HCPPU uopm NOXPPR F A R 8  TT8 ,It P T ~  
-1.028 5 8 0  39483. 5. 85. 85. .0198 1190.  6 e70 
-.931 377. 6343(1. 4. 105. 114. .0319 1547. 7 -27  
-.a34 486. 76652. 4. 123. 136. a 0 3 8 9  1720. 7 - 2 7  
-.735 689. 84975. 9. 135. 150. - 0 4 3 3  1810.  7.28 
-.638 828. 90735. 9. 144. 161. - 0 4 6 5  1871. 7.24 
-.54ll 754. 8 8 5 0 1  4. 140 .  159.  - 0 4 5 3  1871. 7 - 2 4  
- .e42 4 9 1 .  80379.  4. 124. 142. .0408 1813. 7.28 
-.345 318. 73927. 4. 109. 125. - 0 3 7 1  1747. 7.30 
-.247 246. 69522.  4. 98. 114. - 0 3 5 0  1695. 7.27 
- . I47 219. 66806. 4. 90. 105. - 0 3 3 6  1663. 7.15 
- .048 189. 64133.  4. 8 6  101. - 0 3 2 2  1621. 7.18 
-048  202. 6 2  1 4 9  4. 85. 100. - 0 3 1 2  1599. 7.13 
.1*7 225. 69561.  4. 90. 1 0 6  - 0 3 2 4  1632. 7.08 
. 2 * 3  331. 72266.  9. 104 .  120. - 0 3 6 5  1726. 7.27 
.341 589. 82741.  4. 121. 141.  . 0 4 2 l  1833. 7.25 
.44 I 924. 93909. 4. 144. 164.  , 0 4 8 2  1958. 7.39 
.538 1122. 99432. 5. 159. 181. . o s 1 3  2002. 7.23 
.636 1037. 96987. 4. 155. 179.  - 0 4 9 9  1963. 7 a23 
.731 832. 90905.  4. 143. 164.  ,0466 1889. 7.22 
.e32 655. 85831.  4. 129. 149. .043& 1836. 7.23 
,929 545.  71306. 4. 104. 125. .0361 1694.  7.33 
1 .028  435. 38805. 4. 74. 8 8 .  .0194 1294. 7.07 
C V E R I 6 E  621. 77224. 4. 1 2 1 .  138.  ,0392 1737. 7.18 
E1 F P R R  15.93 3113. -05 5.12 5.81 
E 1  F d H I  17.45 3411. - 0 6  5.61 b.37 
.u/cnz 
(d) Intermediate afterburning power; TT2, 554 K; PT2, 7 .49  N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0389; 
H,  0.0091 g HzO/g dry air 
R / R 8  COPPH C02PPH HCPPH NOPPH NOXPPM F A R 8  T T 8 , K  PT8 , N / C H 2  
-1.055 1316.  29875.  6. 64 .  79. .0154 908. 5.44 
-1 .DO6 544.  46393. 4. 79. 97. - 0 2 3 3  1337. 6 - 6 3  
- a 9 1  1 490. 70800. 3. 106. 127.  .o 3 5 8  1718. 7.19 
-.814 728. 83457. 4. 123 .  148 ~ 0 4 2 6  1911. 7.33 
-.718 995. 92375. 4. 1 3 8 .  163. .0474 2025 .  7.27 
-.622 1947. 97385.  4. 150. 173. - 0 5 0 2  2078. 7.30 
-.52R 978. 95491.  4. 145. 169.  . 0 4 9 1  2056. 7.22 
-.934 660. 86956.  3. 126. 147. , 0 4 4 4  1970. 7.36 
-.336 453. 78976 3. 111. 129. . 0 4 0 1  1902. 7.31 
- . 2 4 1  359. 70809. 3. 93. 121.  ,0357 1846. 7.33 
-.I95 328. 79665. 3. 94.  111. - 0 3 7 7  1811. 7 - 2 5  
-.a51 273. 71030. 3. 89.  106. .0358 1771. 7.03 
.045 239. 68238.  3. 86. 104. - 0 3 4 3  1733. 7.13 
. 1 9 1  278. 70727. 3. 93. 109. .0356 1767. 7.22 
.235 460. 77366. 3. 109. 129.  ,0392 1857. 7.09 
.333 825. 89427.  3. 131. 152. . 0 4 5 8  1992. 7 -16 
- 4 2 7  1229. 102432.  3. 156. 176. .OS30 2135. 7.21 
- 5 2 3  1537. 106 770. 4. 171. 190. ,0555 2194. 7 -36  
.619 1352. 103999. 4. 163. 188. .OS39 2121. 7.34 
. 7 1 5  1069. 97513. 4. 149. 171. .O 5 0 2  2009.  7.35 
- 8 0 9  893. 93210.  3. 137. 157.- .OW78 1960. 7.28 -906 756. 80160.  3. 113. 1 3 1  .0408 1839. 7.27 
1 . D O 1  503. 49330. 3. 77. 91. .0222 1398. 7 -06 
IVE RA6E 836. 82039. 4.  124.  144 .  .0419 1862.  7.12 
E 1  F1R8 20.14 3106 .09 4.89 5.71 
E 1  FAHI  21.56 3324. 05 5.23 6 - 1 1  
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TABLE B-VII. - Concluded. 
( e )  Maximum afterburning power; TT2, 547 K; PT2, 7.48 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0511; 
H,  0.0091 g H20/g dry air 
F I R  P COPPM CO2PPH HCPPU " v n  NOXPPM F 1 R 8  118  .K PT8 . N / t M 2  
- 1 . 0 4 6  6 4 9  * 3 1 7 0 0 .  8. 74 .  88.  - 0 1 5 9  1091- 5.84 
- .P67  2 1 2 9 .  1 0 5 4 5 2 .  4 .  144 .  166.  - 0 5 5 1  2 2 4 7 .  6 -99 
- . 776  2 6 0 7 .  1 0 9 1 4 6 .  4. 151 .  171. - 0 5 7 4  2 2 3 5 .  7.10 
- . 6 8 4  3 3 4 2  1 1 0 7 8 1  4 .  158 .  181 .  . 0 5 8 7  2 2 7 0 .  7.07 
- . 5 9 5  3771.  111762 .  4. 162 .  187 .  - 0 5 9 5  2281 .  7.03 
- . 5 0 3  2 5 9 0 .  3 0 7 3 6 4 .  4. 154 .  1 8 3 .  , 0 5 6 4  2 2 1 8 .  7.10 
-.413 1 3 4 4 .  9 7 3 4 2  3. 137 .  165 .  - 0 5 0 3  2 1 7 1 .  7.27 
- . 3 2 3  1C58. 9 1 7 2 1 - 3. 126 .  154 .  -0471 2 1 2 8 .  7.30 
- 2 3 1  1 2 0 7 .  9 6 0 3 2 ,  3. 134.  160.  . 0 4 9 5  2 1 6 2 .  7.33 
- . i 4 e  1 3 5 5 .  9 8 8 9 9 .  3 .  141 .  166 .  . 0 5 1 1  2 1 7 4 .  7 -09 
- .c5p 1 1 0 5 .  9 3 3 6 8 .  3. 126 .  152. . 0 4 8 0  2 1 1 5 .  7.13 
.F4 1 818 .  8 7 0 6 1 .  3. 109 .  1 3 4 .  - 0 4 4 5  2 0 5 7 .  7.13 
. I 3 1  754 .  8 8 4 6 8  - 3. 117.  128. . 0 4 5 2  2 0 6 4 .  7.13 
.72 2 1137 .  9 6 0 6 3 .  3. 129 .  146 .  - 0 4 9 5  2 1 5 5 .  7.10 
. ? I  1 2C47.  1 0 6 6 4 5  * 3. 152 .  172 .  - 0 5 5 7  2 2 0 7 .  7 .05 
- 4 0 7  12040 .  1 1 3 2 4 1 .  3. 169 .  1 7 8 .  . 0 6 5 1  2 2 5 2 .  7 .22 
. 4 Q 9
.sa5 
26618 .  
26552 .  
1 0 3 8 8 9 .  
1 0 6 1 2 2 .  
3. 
3. 
129 .  
138 .  
133 .  
141 .  
- 0 6 8 6  
- 0 6 9 8  
2 3 4 6 .  
2 3 2 0 .  
7.22 
7.14 
- 6 7 5  8 5 5 5 .  1 1 4 1 1 4 .  2. 168. 176 .  . 0634  2 2 6 4 .  7 -04 
.16G 4 7 7 4 .  1 1 4 1 5 8 .  7 .  1 6 2 .  1 7 9 .  - 0 6 1 4  2 2 6 0 .  7.08 
.P5C 5016 .  1 1 3 5 8 5 .  3. 158 .  1 7 3 .  . 0 6 1 2  2 3 0 8 .  7 -00 .$4 Q 1 7 8 7 .  7 7 0 1 9 .  2. 100. 1 2 1 .  - 0 3 9 8  1 9 7 2 .  7.06 .e 9  3 1 2 3 4 .  5 2 3 9 3 .  3. 78.  97 .  n o 2 6 7  1 6 1 8 .  6.49 
b V E R d G f  53513. 9695C.  4. 138 .  1 5 6 .  .OS24 2 1 0 6 .  6 - 9 3  
t I  F F R P  104.43 2 0 7 4 .  .03 4 .41  5.00 
E 1  F d H I  106 .37  3 0 2 9 .  .c 4  4 . 5 0  5.09 
TABLE B-VJII. - ENGINE INLET TEST CONDITIONS AND EXHAUST PROFILE DATA FOR 
CONDITION 8 (MACH 3.0, 19 .8  km),  ENGINE B 
(a)Military (nonafterburning) power; TT2, 598 K; PT2,  16.23 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0118; 
H, 0.0039 g H20/g dry air 
h / R P  COPPM- CO2PPM HCPPM P I O P P M  N O X P P H  F A R 8  T T B r K  PT8 ,N/CMZ - 1 . 0 1  7 16 2 2 7 3 0 .  3. 1 4 5 .  i45. . F A 1 1  9 5 5 .  14.19 
- . $ 5 5  1 1 .  2 4 6 9 1 .  3. 1 5 9 .  159 .  , 0 1 2 1  9 8 4 .  1 4 . 9 7  
-.I74 20. 2 7 2 6 1 .  3. 180 .  180 .  . 0 1 3 4  1011. 1 5 . 6 1  
- . 5 9 1  1 8 .  2 7 7 6 8 .  3. 1 8 4 .  1 8 5 .  - 0 1 3 6  1 0 2 5 .  15.39 
- . 4 1 n  17.  2 6 5 7 0 .  1. 180.  18C. - 0 1 3 0  1 0 2 5 .  15.14 
- .232 7. 2 4 8 4 6 .  3. 1 6 6 .  166. .0122 1 0 1 8 .  15 a 0 9  
- .I39 9 13.  2 3 6 0 8 .  3. 1 5 6 .  1 5 8 .  - 0 1 1 6  1 0 0 6 .  1 4  - 6 6  
. I 2 9  1 4 .  2 3 4 5 0 .  3. 1 5 3 .  154. . 0 1 1 5  1 0 0 6 .  14.73 
. 3 1 1  11. 24 7 7 8 .  3. 1 5 5 .  156. . 0 1 2 2  1 0 1 2 .  1 4  -91  
. 4 9 7  9. 2 6 2 6 0 .  3. 1 6 4 .  1 6 4 .  - 0 1 2 9  1 0 1 7 .  15.08 
. 676  12. 2 6 8 1 4 .  3. 165 .  165 .  - 0 1 3 2  1 0 1 5 .  15.20 
. "56 96 2 7 0 1 8 - 3. 1 6 1 .  1 6 2 .  - 0 1 3 3  1 0 0 8 .  15.21 
. v 7 7  13.  2 5 6 4 3 .  3. 151 .  152 - 0 1 2 6  9 8 5 .  15.15 
P V E R P G F  1 4 .  26  199 .  3. 167 .  1 6 7 .  - 0 1 2 9  1008. 15 .17  
F I  FAR8 I .10 3136 .  -11 20 .86  20.92 
E 1  FAHT 1.19 3 4 0 7 .  .I2 22.67 22.73 
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TABLE B-VITI. - Continued. 
(b) Minimum afterburning power; TT2, 602 K; PT2, 16.25 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0294; 
H,  0.0039 g H20/g dry air 
R I R P  COPPU CO2PPU HCPPU uown NOXPPH F A R E  TT8.  I PT8 . N I  CU2 
-1 - 0 9 1  626. 27329.  10. 9 2 .  102.  ,0137 990.  1 2  -23 
- .98 5 420. 4 8  3 5 2  5 .  137.  150. .0242 1 3 5 6 .  14.00 
- . 8 8 2  116. 6 1  5 3 4 .  6. 179.  183.  -0308 1547.  I 4  .44 
-.777 91. 6 8 4 8 4 .  7. 196.  201. . 0 3 4 4  1 5 6 1 .  19.39 
- a 6 7 5  92 73498.  6. 206.  211. -0370 1 6 9 8 .  14.44 
-.57J 86 73949.  5. 201. 209.  - 0 3 7 2  1720.  14.44 
-.464 87. 6 9 1 9 1 .  9. 182.  190.  - 0 3 4 7  1677.  14.32 
-.361 1 8 1 .  62404.  6. 160.  170. a 0 3 1 3  1 6 1 4 .  1 4  - 2 5  
-.256 535.  57809.  22. 140.  155. - 0 2 9 1  1550. 13.90 
- . I 5 3  1110. 5 4 1 1 8 .  8 5 .  122. 141.  - 0 2 7 6  1504.  13.81 
-.048 1324.  5 2 7 3 3 .  111. 115.  136.  . 0 2 7 0  1481. 13.52 
.os5 1057.  54130.  69. 117. 138.  - 0 2 7 5  1490.  13.50 
. I 5 7  624.  576OO 27. 126.  143.  .0291 1538.  13.48 
.262 249.  61315.  6. 139. 156. . 0 3 0 6  1594.  1 3  .as 
- 3 6 8  ea .  6 6 1 5 6 .  3. 156. 165.  - 0 3 3 2  1 6 3 5 .  14.01 
.471 6 4  71583.  3. 172.  183.  ,0360 1 6 8 4 .  1 4  -17 
.579 83. 76028.  4. 189. 195.  . 0 3 8 3  1712.  1 4  .45  
- 6 7 9  8 8 .  75612.  4. 196. 198.  . @ 3 8 1  1650.  14.40 
.78 3 91. 7 2 9 5 9 .  4. 182.  190.  - 0 3 6 7  1535.  14.36 
,686 8 2  6 7 1 1 0 .  3. 170.  179.  .0337 1 4 8 3 .  1 4  * 3 4  
.99? 202.  48923.  3. 134.  144. .0244 1461.  14.07 
1 . E 4 1  277. 38559.  3. 112.  124.  - 0 1 9 2  1 3 5 5 .  1 4  -26  
LVEkAGE 210. 6 2 2 5 0  7. 165. 174.  . 0 3 1 3  1533.  14.13 
�1 FARP 6.70 3127.  . I 2  8.61 9.10 
� I  F A H l  7.12 3322.  . I 3  9.15 9.67 
(c )  Intermediate afterburning power, TT2, 601 K; PT2, 16.30 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0362; 
H ,  0.0039 g H20/g dry air 
F l R P  COPPM CO2PPY HCPPH NOPPH NOXPPfl FAR8 TTI1.W PT8.N/CflZ 
-1 .cI3r! 265.  4 2 1 5 2 .  3. 116.  129.  .n210 1229.  12  - 3 9  
- .933 139.  6 7 2 4 4 .  2. 169.  181. . 0 3 3 8  1657.  13.96 
-.E32-.73K 140.  171.  78892.  8 3 9 9 5 .  2 .  2. 198.  215. i 1 2 .  231. . 0 3 9 8  .0425 1930.  2029.  14.09 t 4 . 0 8  
- .c37 165 .  87525.  2. 225.  2 4 6 .  . C Y 4 4  2 0 9 1  * 14.24 
- .537 167.  8 6 8 6 5 .  2. 222.  238. . r q q i  2082.  14.12 
- . 4 4 5  1 4 1 .  8 1  537 2. 203.  ;17. , 0 4 1 2  2021.  14.21 
-.342 99.  75905.  2. 177. 193.  .03a3 1937.  1 4 - 1 2  
- .246 82  71230.  2. 158.  172.  .@358 1661.  13 -87  
- . I 4 7  77. 67474.  2. 144. 157.  - 0  3 3 9  1797.  13.80 
-.cl53 72. 65266.  2. 137. 1 4 8 .  - 0 3 2 7  1771.  13.69 
. f l 4 a  77. 6 6 6 6 1 .  2. 138.  150. .o 3 3 4  1782.  13.70 
.I46 106. 71619.  2. 1 4 2 .  155. - 0 3 6 0  I854 13.71 
. 2 4 t  106.  7540.R 2. 155.  169.  - 0 3 8 0  1 8 8 4 .  1 3 - 6 1  
-342 118. 7 9 0 3 9 ,  2. 173. 189.  - 0 3 9 9  1900.  13.87 
. 4 4 n  1qz.  83456.  2. 193.  209.  - 0 4 2 2  1 9 3 6 .  14.12 
.53 9 175. 8 7 4 2 6 .  2. 211.  225.  . 0 4 4 4  1949.  14.28 
IVERA6F 151.  75 858. 2. 186.  L O U .  - 0 3 8 3  386 6 13.96 
�1 F 1 R 8  3.97 3131.  .03 8.01 8.65 
EX FIHl 9.17 3295.  0 3  8.43 9.10  
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TABLE B-VIII. - Concluded. 
(d) Maximum afterburning power; TT2, 601 K; PT2, 16.23 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0535; 
H, 0.0039 g H20/g dry air 
f / R Q  COPPr! C ~ Z P P M  HCppn NOPPR NoXPPn F 1 R 8  
- 1 . 0 4 n  4 7 0 .  480'12 3. 1 1 7 .  1 3 8 .  . 0 2 4 1  1 2 0 3 .  
- . 5 5 7  4 1 3 .  91-1521.  2. 1 9 1 .  210.  - 0 4 6 1  1 6 4 6 - 1 2 . 7 6  
- . P 6 P  8 5 7  1 1 0 1 6 0 ,  2. 2 4 2 .  2 5 8 .  - 0 5 6 9  2 3 5 2 .  1 3 . 2 4  
- . 1 7 7  1 4 6 2 .  1 1 4 0 2 4 .  2 .  2 6 0 .  2 7 4 .  - 0 5 9 4  2 2 8 6 .  1 3 . 2 5  
- . 6 8 7  3 3 8 9 .  1 1 6 4 8 3 .  2. 2 7 9 .  2 8 5 .  .Ob18 2 2 8 5 .  1 3 . 4 7  
- . 5 9 5  3 5 6 9 .  1 1 7 2 3 3 .  2 .  2 9 2 .  2 9 2 .  - 0 6 2 4  2 1 6 2 .  1 3 . 5 8  
- . c - u 3  1 2 5 4 .  1 1 5 3 1 2 .  2. 2 8 3 .  2.92. . u s 9 8  2 2 7 6 .  1 3 . 7 1  
- . 4 1 3  8 6 6 .  1 1 2 5 5 6 .  2 .  2 7 7 .  2 9 3 .  .OS82 2 3 4 3 .  1 3 . 9 0  
- . 3 2 ?  1 0 4 3 .  I 1  3 6 2 3 .  2 .  2 8 5 .  295 .  .OS90  2 3 4 6 .  1 3 . 7 5  
- . 232  9 3 0 .  1 1  7 4 7 0 .  2 .  2 9 0 .  2 9 7 .  . O S 8 8  2 3 8 1  1 3 . 7 7  
-.I41 5 9 1 .  1 0 8 6 3 1 .  7. 2 7 5 .  2 9 1 .  .OS60  2 3 7 8 .  1 3 . 7 9  
-.35n 4 1 7 .  1 0 4 1 3 2 .  3 .  2 6 8 .  2 8 2 .  - 0 5 3 4  2 3 2 3 .  1 3 . 4 9  
.c4 7 481. 1 0 6 5 1 7 .  3 .  2 7 3 .  2 8 3 .  . o s 4 7  2 3 0 6 .  13 - 6 1  
. I 3 1  1708 .  1 1 4 3 2 3 .  3 .  2 9 6 .  2 9 6 .  - 0 5 9 7  2 3 1 9 .  1 3 - 7 2  
. 7 2  7 2640. 1 1 6 5 5 5 .  3 .  305. 305. - 0 6 1 5  2 4 0 2  1 3 . 7 4  
'1 3 Z56R. 116 7 9 5  3. 3 0 5 .  3 0 5 .  . 0 6 1 5  2 2 9 7 .  1 3 . 6 9  
. 4 c 7  2 3 1 6 .  l l t 1 8 3 .  3 .  3 0 2 .  3 0 2 .  . 0 6 1 1  2 3 7 8 .  1 3 . 7 2  
. 4 9 '  2 6 5 9 .  1 1 6 8 0 7 .  3 .  3 0 8 .  308. .Ob16 2 3 9 5 .  1 3 . 8 4  
c s c  2 9 7 0 .  1 1 6 3 8 5 .  7 .  2 9 8  a 2 9 8 .  - 0 6 1 6  2 2 6 1 .  1 3 . 7 9  
. e 7 7  2 6 6 2  I 1  E0113. 3 .  2 7 9 .  2 8 4 .  - 0 6 1 2  2 2 2 3 .  1 3 . 5 7  .767 2 4 6 0 .  1 1 5 5 4 2 .  3 .  2 6 9 .  2 7 2 .  - 0 6 1 0  2 2 5 4 .  1 3 . 4 0  
. P 5 7  2n10. 1 1 6 8 5 1 .  3 .  268. 2 7 1 .  - 0 6 1 7  2 3 3 0 .  1 3 . 2 0  
. q q  9 4 b 6 .  9 2 C 3 3 .  3 .  1R5. LOO. . 0 4 7 0  2 2 1 4 .  1 3 . 1 0  
F V E F A G E  1.? t.1 . 1 0 P 2 4 6 .  3 .  2 5 9 .  2 6 7 .  . 0 5 6 5  2 1 7 1 .  1 3 . 2 8  
r i  F A G C  ? 3 . 5 3  3035. .nz 7 . 7 1  7 . 9 6  
f I  F E H ?  3 r . 2 2  3 2 3 6  . 0 3  8 . 0 8  0 . 3 5  
._ 
TABLE B-M.  - ENGINE INLET TEST CONDITIONS AND EXHAUST PROFILE DATA FOR 
CONDITION 3 (MACH 2.0,  1 9 . 8  km),  ENGINE A 
(a)Military (nonafterburning) power; TT2,  386 K; PT2 ,  4 .14 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0182; 
H,  0.0086 g H20/g d r y  air 
C / R C  L n P P r  cP;PPb. H C P P H  k O P P H  NOXPPM F A R 8  T T 8 , K  P 1 8 ,  N/  TH2 
- , " C ?  4 3 .  31C88. 5 .  5 .  7 3 .  . C l 5 3  9 2 1 .  6 . 3 7  
-.77c. 4 3 .  3 : 2 9 2 .  7 .  3. 7 9 .  . P I 6 4  9 7 4 .  6 - 5 4  
- ,r, 32 - 4 2 .  3729". 7 .  0. 79. - 0 1 6 4  9 7 9 .  6 .54 
- . 4 1 - 5 2 .  3 ? 7 $ 7 .  7 .  n. 7 4 .  .c 1 5 2  9 5 9 .  6 - 5 8  
- . 7 7 7  5 3 .  z p i n t .  7. ti. 6 9 .  . 0 1 7 R  9 4 0 .  6 -44 
- . ? 5 ?  4 3 .  2 7 2 0 7 .  7 .  0. 6 7 .  . I l l 3 4  9 3 8 .  6 - 3 9  
- . n q c  4 0 .  2 7 2 3 9 .  7 .  L.  6 7 .  - 0 1 3 9  9 3 8 .  6 040 
- . ? S O  	 43. 2 6 9 2 0 .  R .  0 . 6 7 .  - 0 1 3 2  9 3 4 .  6 . 3 6  
. 1 3 r  4 2 .  2 F 6 0 5 .  8 .  0 .  7 2 .  . 0 1 9 1  9 5 5 .  6 - 3 9  
.I1 c 44. 3 2 6 1 5 .  8 .  0 .  8 2 .  - 0 1 6 1  9 9 6 .  6 -45 
.497 4 2 .  3 P  305. 9 .  J. 9 7 .  . 0 1 8 9  1 0 4 2 .  6 - 4 9  
. 6 7 C  3 9 .  4 1 6 9 6 .  10. 0. 1 0 3 .  . 0 2 0 7  1 0 8 2 .  6 . 5 7  
. S 5 Q  3 6 .  4P77C.  11. 0 .  9 7 .  . E 2 0 2  1 0 5 2 .  6 - 6 2  
. " I  4 3 7 .  3 9 1 2 2 .  1 2 .  0 .  9 2 .  - 0 1 9 3  1 0 2 5 .  6 - 4 6  
b V f " l l C F  42. 3 4 9 9 7 .  8 .  85. 8 5 .  . 0 1 7 3  9 9 8 .  6 .51 
E 1  F b P P  ? . e o  3 1 3 3 .  . 2 3  7 . 9 4  7 . 9 4  
� 1  F P H I  2 - 2 7  2 9 7 2 .  . 2 2  7 . 5 3  I .  5 3  
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TABLE B-IX. - Continued. 
(b) Minimum afterburning power; TT2, 386 K; PT2, 4.16 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0421; 
H, 0.0086 g H20/g d r y  air 
R / R A  COPPU COZPPU HCPPU NOPPU NOXPPU FAR8 TT8 r l l  PT8 rN/CUZ 
- . 9 7 4  7 1 6 .  52070. 2Q. 0. 72. . 0 2 6 3  1 2 7 5 .  5.90 
-.a22 4 9 7 .  7 8 5 2 7 .  30 0. 9 1 .  -0399 1 7 3 1 .  6 -29  
- - 6 7 5  8 2 0 .  8 8 8 9 6 .  4 3 .  0. 101. . 0 4 5 5  1814 .  6 e34 
- . S I 6  1 2 2 1 .  7 9 5 1 0 .  1 0 8 .  0. 8 8 .  .0408 1740. 6 935 
- . 3 6 1  5 2 6 2 .  4 6 9 4 6 .  5 8 2 5 .  0. 3 8  . 0 2 8 8  1 4 1 5 .  6 - 3 2  
- . 2 0 4  3 0 1 3 .  3 1 5 7 9 .  1 0 9 7 4 .  0. 23 .  -0227  1 1 8 6 .  6 - 3 1  
- .os1 2 5 9 5 .  2 9 8 3 9 .  1 1 4 7 1 .  0 .  2 5 .  - 0 2 1 9  1 1 3 4 .  6 -24 
. 1 0  1 3 4 8 9 .  3 6 9 3 1 .  1 0 6 4 8 .  0 .  2 6 .  -0245 1 2 3 1 .  6 - 2 5  
~ 2 6 4  5 4 8 4 .  4 6 8 5 7 .  5 7 8 6 .  0. 4 6 .  - 0 2 9 2  1 3 5 8 .  6 -28  
.q 1 P 2 1 1 7 .  7 1 2 7 6 .  1 5 7 .  0. 9 5 .  - 0 3 7 0  1 6 1 3 .  6 - 2 7  
. 5 6 ?  1 2 3 2 ,  9 5 0 3 0 .  17.  0 .  1 2 7 .  e 0 4 9 0  1 8 5 9 .  6 . 3 6  
. 7 2  1 1 1 9 8 .  9 8 4 1 2 .  19 .  a .  1.31. - 0 5 0 8  1 9 3 5 .  6 a31 
.R79 1 0 4 2 .  8 9 4 2 0 .  23. 0 .  1 1 3 .  - 0 4 5 9  1 8 0 4 .  6 . 3 2  
Z V E R A 6 E  1 7 5 3 .  7 4 1 2 2 .  1 6 2 5 .  8 9 .  89.  - 0 3 9 1  1 6 5 0 .  6 - 2 7  
�1 F A R E  9 5 - 0 9  3 0 0 1 .  2 0 . 9 7  3 . 7 7  3 . 7 7  
E 1  F A H T  4 1  - 9 1  2 7 9 0 .  1 9 . 4 9  3 .5D 3 . 5 0  
(c) Intermediate afterburning power; TT2, 389 K; PT2, 4.15 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0498; 
H,  0.0086 g H20/g dry air 
R f R P  COPPfl CO2PPW HCPPfl NOPPfl NOXPPfl F A R 8  TT8  p K PT8 IN/CH2 
- . 9 8 2  5 9 8 .  5 5 0 6 7 .  22. 0 .  7 0 .  . 0 2 7 7  1 3 1 7 .  5 e60  
- . P 6 l  9 8 2 .  8 9 8 0 3 .  22. 0. 9 8 .  - 0 4 6 1  1 8 2 7 .  6 . 0 9  
- . 7 8 7  1 2 5 3 .  9 5 2 7 8 .  20.  0 .  105. . 0 4 9 1  1 9 1 6 .  6 .US 
- e 6 3 6  1 6 7 0 .  1 0 2 9 6 0 .  19 .  0 .  1 1 8 .  - 0 5 3 5  2 0 3 2 .  6 e 2 1  
-.49: 1930. 9 2 2 2 5 .  23. 0. 100 .  - 0 9 7 6  1 9 2 9 .  6 - 1 6  
- . 3 4 9  6C28. 6 1 8 2 9 .  2 3 2 3 .  0 .  5 3 .  - 0 3 5 4  1 6 3 9 .  6 . 1 3  
- . I 9 6  
-.c5c 
7 3 4 9 .  
5378. 
4 0 4 7 3 .  
3 3 1 5 4 .  
1 0 7 8 1 .  
1 2 0 9 8 .  
0 .  
0 .  
2 2 .  
1 6 .  
. a 2 9 5  
, 0 2 5 4  
1 4 0 4 .  
1 2 6 2 .  
6 . 1 5  
5 - 9 2  
- . r 4 9  5 5 2 6 .  3 4 6 9 6 .  1 1 9 0 7 .  0 .  2 0 .  -0263 1 2 8 5 .  6 -05 
.:99 1 8 6 7 .  4 4 5 0 4 .  1 0 6 2 8 .  0. 2 0 .  , 0 3 1 7  1 4 2 8 .  6 -03 
. 2 4 F  6 7 5 7 .  5 8 8 1 2 .  3 2 6 8 .  0. 46. e0347 1 5 6 3 .  5 . 9 9  
.3FZ 1 8 2 8 .  8 1 9 8 8 .  1 0 7 .  0. 9 8 .  e0425 1 7 9 0 .  6 . 0 1  
. 5 3 8  2 2 9 9 .  1 0 5 7 5 5 .  5 2  3 .  1 3 3 .  . c 5 5 4  2 0 2 8 .  6 . 1 1  
. 6 8 q  2 5 9 4  m 1 1 1 9 1 3 .  3 6 .  0. 1 4 3 .  .OS89  2 1 3 7 .  6 -12 
. e 3 7  2 6 9 3 .  1 1 2 4 5 9 .  3@. 0 .  1 3 9 .  - 0 5 9 3  2 1 6 6 .  6 . 1 7  
Z V E R A G F  2 6 2 4 .  8 7 4 6 9 .  1 1 3 6 .  9 9 .  9 9 .  . 0 4 6 4  1 8 4 6 .  6 -08 
E1 F A R 8  5 7 . 4 3  3 0 0 8 .  1 2  - 4 5  3 . 5 6  3 . 5 6  
� 1  FAHT 5 3 . 5 1  2 8 0 3 .  1 1 . 6 0  3 . 3 1  3 . 3 1  
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TABLE B-M. - Concluded. 
(d)Maximum afterburning power; TT2, 395 K; PT2, 4.16 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0639; 
H, 0.0086 g H20/g dry air 
C l R P  COPPM COZPPM HCPPM NOPPM NOXPPH F A R 8  
-.984 1128. 5 6 7 7 8 .  23. 0. 64. , 0 2 8 9  1 3 5 5 .  5.34 
- .a95 2 6 3 1  1 0 3 0 9 8 .  26. 0. 96.  .os41 2 0 2 6  5.90 
- .795 4 7 6 8 .  I 15 8 1  3 27. 0. 119. . 0 6 2 3  2 1 6 0 .  5.91 
-.t55 a 9 2 6 .  1 1 ~ 2 9 2 .  2 7 .  0. 1 2 5 .  . 0 6 4 9  2192 .  5.99 
- . 5 ]  7 4899. 1 1 4 7 4 1 .  25. 0. 110. - 0 6 1 8  2 1 6 8 .  5.91 
- . 3 7 q  2 3 9 5 .  9 1 0 9 3 .  36. C. 75. . @ 4 7 4  1 9 9 3 .  5.75 
-.23'. 6 0 1 3 .  7P073 .  1469. 0. 32.  . 0 4 3 4  1 8 3 1 .  5 .63 
- . 1 4 ?  1f198?. 6 9 3 2 7 .  6 6 2 6 .  0. 14. .0444 1 6 9 6 .  5 - 6 1  
- . O b 9  1 2 9 4 7 .  5 5 6 5 7 .  18735 .  0. 5. - 0 4 0 5  1 5 9 0 .  5 .66  
- .r47 1 3 1 0 7 .  5 6 7 4 9 .  1 0 7 0 1 .  0. 3. . a 4 1 1  1 6 4 3 .  5.68 
.'J8 P l i 2 C 9 .  6 3 6 9 6 .  9 2 9 8 .  0. 5. . 0 4 3 6  1 7 3 5 .  5 - 6 8  
.22c  42P7 .  8 3 6 8 6 .  9 1 P .  0. 4 R .  - 0 4 5 2  1 9 1 9 .  5.69 
.36 2 2 4 4 ,  9773G.  123 .  0. 95 .  . 0 5 1 1  2040. 5 - 7 6  
. s o 0  151369. I 1  3 0 4 4 .  99. 0.  1 3 0 .  - 0 6 6 9  2 2 1 3 .  5.95 
- 6 5 2  2 6 7 2 9 .  1 0 0 9 2 3 .  6 1 .  0. 1 3 0 .  .Ob70 2 2 7 2 .  6 .02 
. 7 2  2 2 6 6 1 5 .  5 8 C 4 ? .  51. 0. 1 3 0 .  - 0 6 5 4  2 2 4 3 .  5.92 
. 7 9 ?  2 6 8 4 9 .  9 6 8 9 6 .  7 1 .  0. 1 3 1 .  e 0 6 4 8  2 2 6 9 .  5.89 .e 6  7 5 5 8 0 .  3 0 9 5 9 0 .  47 .  0. 113 .  . 0 5 9 4  2 1 6 9 .  5.89 
b V F G A G F  1 3 5 e 7 .  1 0 3 3 5 4 .  4 4 9 .  1 0 2 .  102. . o s 7 2  2 0 7 7 .  5 . 8 5  
T I  F P Q "  191.66 2 8 4 0 .  4 .05 3.02 3.02 
E l  F P H T  162 .48  2543. 3.62 2 .70  d . 7 0  
TABLE B-X. - ENGINE INLET TEST CONDITIONS AND EXHAUST PROFILE DATA FOR 
CONDITION 4 (MACH 2.4, 19.8 km),  ENGINE A 
(a) Mili tary (nonafterburning) power; TT2,  469 K; PT2, 7.30 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0153; 
H, 0.0047 g HzO/g d r y  air 
F ~ R G c a p p u  CC2PPH HCPPH VOPPM NOXPPH F A R 8  T T 8  , K  P78 .N/CM2 
- . $ 4 1  27. 2 8 2 @ 8 .  9. a .  99 .  .O 1 3 9  9 2 2 .  9.00 
-.75? 29.  3 1 t 3 2 .  R .  0 .  I l t .  - 0 1 5 6  9 8 9 .  9 . 4 8  
- . C S C ,  28.  3 i -495.  7. C. 1 2 2 .  - 0 1 6 0  1 0 1 4 .  9.37 
- . u n r  32. 3 c 3 9 3 .  6. c. 119 .  . 0 1 5 0  9 9 9 .  9 .43 
-.QC'-.z z  7 27.  1 9 .  2 9 1 4 5 .  2 7 2 8 0 .  1 1 .  5 .  0. 0 .  1 0 6 .  10:. . 0 1 4 3  .O134 9 9 0 .  9 8 1 .  9 .51 9.38 
- .c 4  c 26.  2 5 5 7 6 .  7 .  0. 95.  . 0 1 2 6  9 6 9 .  9 .26 
. L,. .i 19.  2 7 2 3 9 .  5. 8. 101. - 0 1 3 4  9 8 4 .  9.13 
.Q6' 19 .  3 ? 7 2 5 .  5. 0. 1 1 2 .  s o 1 5 1  1 0 0 5 .  9 .73 
. F E  1 3 1 .  3 3 3 4 8 .  5. 0. 1 1 9 .  - 0 1 6 4  1 0 3 0 .  9 .43 .R 4  7 19.  3 2 7 5 9 .  5. C. 112 .  . 0 1 6 1  1 0 1 3 .  9 - 9 2  
. C C '  21. 3CP89. 4. 0. 105. - 0 1 5 2  9 8 6 .  9.30 
b V C R A G F  25. 3 0 7 7 3 .  7. 111. 111. m o l 5 1  9 9 5 .  9.35 
E 1  F A E Q  1.64 3 1 3 4  s . Z l  11.87 11.87 
CI FfiHT 1.62 3096 .  .?1  11.73 11.73 




TABLE B-X. - Continued. 
(b) Minimum afterburning power; TT2, 467 K; PT2, 7.29 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0375; 
H, 0.0047 g H20/g dry air 
R / R 8  COPPU C O Z P P ~  HCPPR NOPPR NOXPPR F A R 8  TT8 .K PT8 .N/CR2 
-.950 893. 45037. IS .  0. 94. .0228 1284. 8.36 
-.85r! 2 6 1  65919.  9. 0. 120. .0331 1592. 9.04 
-.755 284. 7 6 2 9 3  10. 0. 136. e 0 3 8 6  1716.  9.08 
-.656 393. 85835. 14. 0. 1 5 2  e0436 1872. 9 -04  
-e556 390 88057.  20. 0. 155. .0448 1905.  9 -09 
- .e55 587. 76433. 49. 0. 136. - 0 3 8 8  1 7 9 4  9.16 
-.348 3427. 5 7 5 0 7 .  1039. 0. 96. a0310 1599. 9.10 
- a 2 5 0  5939. 44352 6264. 0. 58. .0284 1452.  9 - 0 4  
- . 1 5 C  5881. 37493. 9809. 0. 43. - 0 2 6 7  1352.  9.01 
-.OS3 5980. 36668. 10359. 0. 41. .O2b6 1322. 8.94 
- . O S 2  6013. 37752.  9983. 0. 37. a0270 1349. a .89 
. u s 0  6816. 45403. 8056. 0. 47. ,0303 1437.  a .87 
. I 5 7  6007. 53623. 3424 .  0. b 2  .a317 1534. 8.85 
.254 5243. 53137.  1940. 0. 75. - 0 3 0 2  1520. 8.82 
. 3 5 2  3886. 54233.  792. 0. 91. - 0 2 9 5  1514. 8.91 
,453 1140. 65190. 47. 0. 124. - 0 3 3 3  1623.  9 e07 
. 5 5 7  432 79236. 6. 0. 149. - 0 4 0 2  1766. 9.17 
.654 400. 86715. 7. 0. 161. . 0 4 4 1  1841.  9.16 
.749 345. 86634.  8. 0. 160. . a 4 4 0  1 8 7 2 .  9.09 
. e 5 5  293. 75633. 10. 0 .  139. - 0 3 8 2  1788.  9 - 0 8  
,950 735. 46090. 19. 0. 96. - 0 2 3 2  1433. 8.98 
AVERhGE 1305. 69710.  691. 1 2 5 .  125. - 0 3 6 0  1680. 8.98 
E l  F A R p  36.34 3050. 7.64 5.70 5.70 
CI F A H I  34.94 2933. 9 - 2 7  5.48 5.98 
(c) Intermediate afterburning power; TT2, 466 K; PT2, 7 .28  N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0451; 
H, 0.0047 g H20/g dry air 
R / R 8  town C O Z P P ~  HCPPU NOPPM NOXPPM F A A 8  T T 8  ,K PT8 .N/CU2 
-1 - 0 1  5 537. 31006.  14. 0. 74.  - 0 1 5 5  1075.  7.59 
-.918 9 0 8 .  59073. 7. 0. 106. - 0 2 9 7  1523. 8 - 6 2  
-.82T 358. 81470.  6. 0. 137. .0413 1836. 8 - 9 6  
-.725 569. 9 3999. 9. 0. 161. .048 1 2010. 8.89 
-.e25 7 8 5 .  10 3080. 5. 0. 189. .OS31 2120.  8 .93 
-.532 720. 1 0 1  830. 5. 0. 181. -0524 2108. 8.94 
-.434 520. 86242.  4. 0. 148. - 0 4 3 9  1964. 8 .90 
-.339 919. 73106. 47. 0. 122. - 0 3 7 3  1817.  a .83 
-.242 3363. 65205 797. 0. 90. .0349 1711.  8 - 6 6  
-.I27 6476. 59 736. 3230. 0 .  57. - 0 3 5 0  1 6  32. 8.57 
- a 0 5 2  1624. 57980. 5400. 0. 48. 0 3 5 9  1613.  8 -50 
-.OS2 7773. 56984 5958. 0. 45. - 0 3 5 7  1606. a .u 
.045 6777. 62097. 3991. 0. 50. - 0 3 6 8  1647. 8.49 
. I 4 2  4322. 69083.  1411. 0. 70 - 0 3 7 7  1724. 8.49 
- 2 3 8  2316. 71086. 331. 0. 95. - 0 3 7 1  1763.  8 -51  
.334 933. 7 0 8 1 1 .  54. 0. 112. - 0 3 6 1  1749. 8.61 
,434 497. 75096. 13. 0. 129. - 0 3 8 0  1784. a .78 
- 5 2 8  560. 87090.  8. 0. 156.  .a444 1923. a .93 
- 6 2 9  7 2 5  98585.  1 0 .  0. 180. - 0 5 0 6  2036. 9 -02 
.719 755. 101660. 7. 0. 191 - 0 5 2 3  2104. 8.95 
- 8 1 7  716. 100970.  8. 0. 189. - 0 5 1 9  2157. 8 - 9 6  
- 9 1  1 649. 78099. 6. 0. 144. - 0 3 9 7  1 9 4  I 8.87 
- 9 6 1  711. 5 7 7 1 8 .  5. 0. 113. . 0292  1626. 8 - 5 2  
AYERAGE 933. 8 0 9 3 4  156. 142. 142. ,0414 1 8 5 4 .  8.75 
E1 FAR8 22.71 3096. 1.90 5.67 5.67 
E 1  FAHI 20.90 2849. 1.75 5.22 5.22 
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TABLE B-X.- Concluded. 
(d) Maximum afterburning power; TT2, 462 K; PT2, 7 .49  N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0588; 
H, 0.0024 g H20/g dry air 
A / R P  co PPn COZPPR HCPPH M o w n  NOXPPII F A R 8  TT8.K P78 .N/CM2 
-1 .017  567 .  3 5 5 5 8 .  4. 60. 0. . 0 1 7 8  1 1 6 9 .  7 - 3 6  
- .969 733.  5 4 6 9 5 .  2. 78 .  0. - 0 2 7 6  1 6 9 7 .  7.91 
-.a75 918.  9 6 6  38 3. 124 .  0. - 0 4 9 7  2 0 9 7 .  9.03 
-.784 1779. 1 1 7 2 1 9 .  4. 153 .  0. - 0 6 1 3  2 2 4 0 .  8.98 
-.E93 2 7 1 5 .  1 2 1 2 3 5 .  4. 163 .  0. - 0 6 4 1  2 2 5 1 .  9 -00  
-.E92 7391 .  1 2 0 5 3 7 .  Y. 160 .  0. - 0 6 6 4  2 2 6 7 .  8 . 8 0  
- . 599-.5 0 6  14298 .  3353 .  1 1 7 8 2 3 .  1 2 1 4 4 1 .  4. 3. 156 .  153 .  0. 0. .Ob90 - 0 6 4 6  2 3 0 9 .  2 2 7 4 .  9 -04 9 .OW 
-.91P 8 3 1 .  1 0 7 5 8 4 .  3. 124 .  0. - 0 5 5 5  2 2 2 0 .  9.04 
- a 3 2 4  6 1 1 .  9 5 3 0 9 .  3. 96 .  0. . 0 4 8 8  2 1 3 5 .  8.81 
- .233 7 2 0  9 1 8 5 8 .  9. 81.  0. . 0 4 7 0  2 0 9 6 .  8.53 
- . I 4 1  1 2 2 8 .  9 2 2 7 0 .  71. 65 .  0. . 0 4 7 6  2 0 7 3 .  8.39 
-.OS? 2784 .  8 8 3 6 1 .- 492 .  42. 0. - 0 4 6 6  2 0 0 6 .  8.26 - . 0 5 7  2 9 0 7 .  8 7 6 4 6  529.  42. 0. . 0 4 6 3  2 0 0 0 .  8 - 2 6  
.@4 1 3 3 3 7 .  8 7 9 4 3 .  671 .  4 1 .  0. , 0 4 6 8  1 9 9 2 .  8.18 
. I 3 1  1 6 7 3 .  9 3 0 7 2 .  182.  6 6  0. .Oh83 2 0 8 1 .  8.12 
.72 3 R35. 9 6 2 4 0 .  37. 89.  0. .0494 2 1 3 4 .  8.28 
.31 Q 665 .  9 7 8 6 2 .  21. 104. 0. - 0 5 0 2  2 1 3 5 .  8.45 
. S I 1  7 8 9 .  1 0 5 8 1 0 .  17. 125 .  0. .os45 2 1 8 3 .  8.73 
.50 I 1 4 6 5 - 1 1 6 5 5 8 .  18.  1 5 4 .  0. . 0 6 0 8  2 2 9 5 .  8.99 
. 5 9 7  7396 .  122247. 10. 1 6 4  0. e 0 6 7 2  2 2 7 1 .  9 .07  
.68= 27510 .  1 1 5 7 4 8 .  12. 1 9 4 .  0. - 0 7 1 6  2 2 9 2 .  8 .93 
.-I74 7 6 6 7 9 .  1 1  1 5 8 4 .  11. 1 3 1 .  0. - 0 7 3 0  2252 .  8 . 9 7  
. R b n  r113L7. 1 2 0 1 5 1 .  P .  149. 0. -0642 2 3 0 7 .  8 .97 
. V b  I 1110. 6 9 8 9 4 .  5. 8 6  s cl. . 0 3 5 7  1 7 5 8 .  8.77 
P V C F A L F  SRC2. 1 0 3 1 6 8 .  IO. 127 .  A27. . 0 5 6 0  2 1 2 1 .  a .75 
F I  F A R O  13L .3@ 2 5 7 0 .  .I5 3.RZ 3.82 
FI F A H ~  I01 .on 2 0 2 2 .  . I 4  3.63 3 . 6 3  
TABLE B-XI. - ENGINE INLET TEST CONDITIONS AND EXHAUST PROFILE DATA FOR 
CONDITION 5 (MACH 2.8,  1 9 . 8  km),  ENGINE A 
(a)Military (nonafterburning) power; TT2,  557 K; PT2,  13 .18  N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0135; 
H,  0.0026 g H20/g dry air 
P l O F  C O P P Y  C O Z P P Y  H C P P M  N O P P M  NOXPPH F A R 8  T T 8 , K  PTR,N/Cn2 
- .$ 9  I 1 6 .  2 1 7 2 9 .  7 .  0 .  1 0 2 .  . 0 1 0 E  8 9 6 .  11.98 
-.a35 18. 29925. 2. 0 .  A16. - 0 1 1 7  9 2 5 .  13.42 
- . 7 5 Q  22 .  2 7 9 8 3 .  2. 0 .  137 .  . 0 1 3 8  9 9 3 .  13.73 
-.SA7 15 2 8 2 2 6 .  2. 0 .  1 4 3 .  . 0 1 3 9  1 0 1 0 .  13.58 
- . Y C C  14. 26218. 2. 0. 1 3 1 .  .I3129 9 9 6 .  13.60 
- . 2 3 1  11.  2 3 6 3 1 .  2. 0 .  1 1 7 .  . 0 1 1 6  9 7 7 .  13.60 
- . n s r  1 1 .  27463. 2. 0 .  Ill. .0110 9 6 8 .  13.27 
, 1 2 6  16 27655. 2. 0. A 1 3 - . 0 1 1 1  9 7 3 .  13.27 
. 3 0 ?  17. 2 4 7 8 7 .  2. 0 .  125 .  . 0 1 2 2  9 9 0 .  13.28 
. 4 0 4  1 0 .  2 f l 5 B f l .  2. 0 .  145. .0140 1 0 1 7 .  13.39 
. 6 5 C  15 .  3 1 5 1 7 .  2. 0. A56. .0155 1 0 4 0 .  13.70 
. e 3 9  13.  3 0 4 2 f l .  2. 0. 1 4 7 .  . 0 1 5 0  1 0 2 1 .  13.84 .05 7 1 1 .  2 4 8 2 2 .  2. 0. 1 1 6 .  . 0 1 2 2  9 5 4 .  13 .61  
E V E R A G F  15. 2 7 3 1 4 .  2. 1 3 5 .  135 .  - 0 1 3 4  9 9 3 .  13.55 
E X  F A R P  1.11 3 1 3 6 .  a06 1 6 - 1 9  l b . 1 4  
E X  F A H T  1 . 1 0  3 1 0 P .  a36 16.UO 16.00 
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TABLE B-XI. - Continued. 
(b) Minimum afterburning power; TT2, 553 K; PT2, 13.25 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0332; 
H, 0.0026 g H20/g dry air 
R / R B  COPPU CO2PPU HCPPU NOPPM uoxPPn FAR6 T T 8 ,  W PT8, N / C W  
-.957 8 6 2 .  37184. 21.  0. 99. . 0 1 8 8  1 1 9 6 .  12.22 
-.860 219 .  57312. 2. 0. 1 3 6 .  - 0 2 8 7  1 4 9 6 .  13.24 
-.759 114.  6 8 4 6 3 .  2. 0. 157. - 0 3 4 9  1 6 7 0 .  13.19 
-.656 113 .  7 6 2 2 6 .  2. 0. 1 7 1 .  .C384  1 7 8 8 .  13 .24  
- . 5 5 4  127 .  7 7 5 0 2  2. 0. 1 6 9 .  ,0391 1 8 1 6 .  13.25 
-.c)Q9 308.  6 6 9 7 8 .  4. 0 .  A44.  - 0 3 3 7  1 7 0 3 .  13.26 
-.354 3 1 3 5 .  5 2 8 3 6  491 .  0. 1 0 6 .  .3282 1550. 13.15 
- . 2 5 1  6 1 3 4 .  413205. 4 9 9 1 .  0. 6 6 .  * 0 2 5 4  1 4 2 1 .  13.15 
-.I53 6 2 9 3 .  3 4 0 8 5 .  9 1 8 0 .  0. 50 .  . 0 2 4 6  1 3 4 4 .  1 2 . 9 7  
- . O Q "  6 2 5 5 - 3 4 5 3 7 .  9 8 8 4 .  0. 48. - 0 2 5 4  1 3 3 5 .  12 .89  
.OS2 6 9 4 4 .  40488. 8 0 2 3 .  0. 51. .E276  1 3 9 1 .  1 2 . P 4  
- 1 5 2  5512. 4 8 8 7 5 .  3 3 7 1  0. 6 7 .  - 0 2 8 9  1 4 9 1 .  I 2  a78 
.249  4210 .  5 1 2 6 5 .  1 2 5 5 .  0 .  8 7 .  - 0 2 8 3  1 5 1 8 .  1 2  .@3 
.354 1 4 5 7 .  5 6 2 9 9 .  137 .  0. 1 2 7 .  .C289  1 5 4 Q .  12.93 
. 4 5 4  2 7 1 .  6 3 8 6 9 .  19. 0. 1 5 7 .  ~ 0 3 2 1  1 6 2 2 .  13.22 
.56 1 1 3 0 .  7 3 4 9 9 .  12. 0. 183 .  , 0 3 7 0  1 7 4 5 .  13.3e 
. 6 5  3 127 .  7 7 9 7 4 .  9. 0 .  1 9 5 .  - 0 3 9 4  1 7 9 8 .  13.34 
.756  1 1 4 .  7 8 2 6 4 .  8. 0. 1 9 4 .  - 0 3 9 5  1 8 2 0 .  13 .29  
.est 113 .  7 2 1 1 6 .  7. 0. 1 7 8 .  - 0 3 6 3  1 7 7 5 .  13.2R 
.95E 4 8 2 .  4 7 7 3 3 .  8. 0 .  124. , 0 2 3 9  1 4 2 7 .  1 3  - 2 4  
3UE A 1 1 6  F 954 .  6 3 7 2 5 .  538. 1 4 8 .  I 4 P .  a C 3 2 7  1 6 3 2 .  1 3 - 1 3  
�1 F b R P  29 .22  YO66 8.26 7.42 1.42 
E 1  FAHT 28.68 3 0 0 9 .  8 .10 7.2P 7.28 
( c )  Intermediate afterburning power; TT2, 552 K; PT2, 13. 22 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0395; 
H ,  0.0026 g H20/g dry air 
G / R 9  COPPM CO2PPH HCPPH NOPPH NOAPPH F A R 6  T T B  ,U PTP ,N/CHZ 
-1 . G 2  I 351.  2 4 2 4 8 .  13. 0 .  7 5 .  . O l i l  1 0 2 3 .  11.19 
- .923 331 .  5C190. 5 .  0 .  1 1 2 .  a 0 2 5 1  1450. 1 2  .53 
-.e25 127 .  7 3070 .  4 .  0 .  1 5 4 .  .E368  1 7 6 8 .  13 .03  
- .731  161 .  8 1 5 3 7 .  4. 0. 1 7 6 .  . C Y 1 2  1 9 1 8 .  13 .07  
- . t 3 3  1 9 2 .  9c l136.  4.  0 .  1 9 7 .  .C458 2 0 4 3 .  13.14 
-.536 1 8 2 .  9 0 3 8 9 .  4. 0 .  1 9 2 .  . @ 4 5 9  2 0 3 0 .  13.15 
- .437 147 .  7 9 4 3 0 .  4. 0. 155. . @ 4 0 1  1 9 1 7 .  13.14 
- . 3 4 1  383 .  6R570 .  16. C .  1 2 6 .  . 0 3 4 b  1 7 8 5 .  12.99 
-.149 3687 .  6 0 3 6 9 .  863 .  0 .  6 1 .  . 0 3 2 6  1 6 5 6 .  12 .46  
- . O S 1  4 1 7 2 .  6 0 3 4 0 .  1 3 5 0 .  0. 7 0  ~ 0 3 3 1  1 6 5 2 .  1 2 . 4 7  
, 0 4 5  2 8 8 6 .  6 4 5 6 2 .  622.  0. 6 6  s . 0 3 4 i  1700.  12.42 
- 1 4 7  1106. 6 9 2 1 8 .  153 .  0. 1G7. . 0 3 5 9  1 7 6 4 .  12.37 
. 2 Q 5  900. 6 9 1 4 0 .  24. 0 .  1 2 0 .  - 0 3 4 9  1 7 7 5 .  1 2  - 4 6  
. 3 4 7  183. 6e400 .  8. 0 .  132 .  .I3344 1 7 5 7 .  1 2  - 6 9  
.qqr 111. 7 1 2 5 6 .  6. 0. 1 5 3 .  .C358 1 7 9 0 .  1 2  .e4  
. 5 3 1  152. 7 8 1 1 7 .  6. 0. 180.  .E394  1 8 8 4 .  15.15 
- 6 3 0  185. 8 5 0 8 7 .  5. 0. 2 0 1 .  .CY31 1 9 6 8 .  13.35 
- 7 2 7  181. 8 7 2 1 7 .  5. 0. 2 0 7 .  . 0 4 4 3  2 0 1 6 .  13.16 
- 8 2 6  190. 8 7 1 1 9 .  5. 0 .  2 0 5 .  .0442 2 0 3 0 .  1 3 - 1 4  
, 9 2 4  268 .  6 4  600 .  9. 0. 1 5 5 .  - 0 3 2 5  1 7 3 1 .  13.96 
.977  490.  4 9 1 3 8 .  5 .  0. 124 .  - 0 2 4 6  1 4 4 2 .  1 2 . 4 1  
d V E R A 6 E  363 .  71801 .  42. 1 5 6 .  156. - 0 3 6 3  1 7 8 5 .  1 2  .P3 
E l  F A R ?  10.35 3 1 2 0 .  * 5 7  7 .11  7.11 
E l  F A H I  9 .25 2870 .  .53  6.54 b.54 
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TABLE B-XI. - Concluded. 
(d) Maximum afterburning power; TT2, 551 K; PT2, 13 .  22 N/cm2; FAHI, 0.0567; 
H ,  0.0026 g HzO/g dry air 
R f R 8  town COZPPM HCPPU NOPPU NOXPPM F A R 8  
-.995 436. 32794. 4. 0. 90 .0164 
-a856 471. 102086. 3. 0. L O B .  .OS24 
-.770 1664. 119697. 3. 0 .  255. -0626 
-.683 5160. 120382. 3. 0. 255. -0650 
- . 5 8 8  9564 119 329. 4. 0. ~ 5 2 .  .3670 
-.999 4431. 120920. 3. 0 .  257. -0649 
-.412 5 1 4 .  112206. 3. 0. L34. -0579 
-.31a 292. 99648. 2. 0 .  185. ,0509 
-.229 254. 99205. 2. 0. 1 6 1 .  . 0 4 8 0  
-.I37 263. 95515. 2. 0. 154. . 0 4 8 7  
-.OS0 291. 97679. 2. 0. 155. .0499 
. 0 4  2 300. 99967. 2. 0. 160. .os11 
.I30 299. 101989. 2. 0. 170. .0522 
.220 219. 94795. 2. 0 .  202. .0483 
.309 179. 88923. 2. 0. 182. .0452 
.399 209. 93239. 2. 0. 193. .0475 
-286 267. 101877. 2. 0. 225. .OS21 
- 5 8 1  539. 113338. 2. 0. 258. -0585 
.672 1762. 119879. 3. 0. 265. -0628 
-152 8 0 8 5 .  119992. 2. 0. 254. -0665 
.a04 4 1 0 8 .  119283. 3. 0. 257. -0638 
. e 5 1  1558. 116777. 2. 0. 240. .Ob09 
. 9 4 9  587. 72012. 1 .  0. 152. -0365 
I V E R & G F  2202. 102829. 3. 216. 216. ,0537 
- .954 509. 50871. 2. 0. 1 1 5 .  -0255 
E 1  F l R A  41-86 3072. .02 6.75 6.75 
E1 F A H I  39.69 2913. .02 6.40 6.40 
118 S N  PT8 r N / C M Z  
1204. 10.82 
1 5 3 4 .  11.33 
2233. 12.60 
2347. 1 2 . 7 4  
2354. 12.72 
2356. 12.89 
2328. 1 2 . 7 8  
2186. I2 -75 
2179. 12.42 
2149- 1 2  -16 
2215. 1 1  a69 







2291 - 12 -86 
2357. 12 -67 

2359. 12.66 
2358. 12 . 4 8  
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